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1. Acronyms

IEEE
IEEE 488.1 

IEEE 488.2

IEEE 1155 
IEEE 1226 
ABBET

ATE
ATS
BIST
CORBA

DCE

DUT
GPIB

GPIB-VXI

HPIB
ICT
ITA
Java

MXI

OMG

OSE
RPC
RS232
SCPI

TCL

TCM

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
A part of IEEE’s GPIB standard. IEEE 488.1 defines mechanical, electrical, 
and hardware protocol specifications of GPIB.
Another part of IEEE’s GPIB standard. IEEE 488.2 enchanges and 
strengthens IEEE 488.1 by standardising data formats, status reporting, error 
handling, controller functionality, and common commands to which all 
instruments must respond in a defined manner.
IEEE’s VXI standard.
See ABBET.
A Broad Based Environment for Test. ABBET provides a broad-based 
environment for test that encompasses the total product life cycle. ABBET is 
a set of software interface standards for the test domain to facilitate the 
transition of test information and implementation of automated tests. 
Automated Test Equipment.
Automated Test System.
Built-In Self-Test.
Common Object Request Broker Architecture. CORBA is a distributed 
object-oriented computing architecture.
Distributed Computing Environment. DCE is a complete client/server 
framework based on remote procedure calls (RPCs).
Device Under Test. See UUT.
General Purpose Instrument Bus. GPIB (IEEE 488) bus allows easy remote 
control of instrumentation, so that groups of various types of measure and test 
instruments can be configured under computer control. See IEEE 488.1 and 
IEEE 488.2.
A bus system in which a GPIB interface with GPIB software is used to send 
commands to VXI devices.
A GPIB bus. See IEEE 488.1 and IEEE 488.2.
In Circuit Test.
Interface Test Adapter. ITA connects a UUT to the test system.
Java is becoming known as a computing platform — the base upon which 
software developers can build applications. Java applications can also reside 
on the network in centralized servers.
A high-performance communication interface between a computer and a VXI 
system.
Object Management Group. OMG establishes industry guidelines and object 
management specification to provide a common framework for distributed 
application development.
Open Software Foundation.
Remote Procedure Call.
Serial I/O bus.
Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments. An extension of the 
ШЕЕ 488.2 standard that defines a standard programming command set and 
syntax for device-specific operations.
Tool Command Language. TCL is really two things: a scripting language, and 
an interpreter for that language that is designed to be easy to embed into a 
application.
Test Computing Manager. TCM is a manager process which was designed to 
manage load-balanced test computing in distributed environment.
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TCP/IP

TCS

TCS Stub

TPS
TRM

TRMS

TRMS Stub

TSPM

TSPS

TSPS Stub

UUT
VISA

VME

VTL

VXI

WWW

Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol. TCP/IP is a key set of 
internet working protocols.
Test Computing Service. TCS is a core service managing the use of test 
computing resources.
Test Computing Service Stub. This stub is a client part of the TCS service 
and it makes requests for the TCM manager.
Test Program Set. A set of test procedures defining test operations for a UUT. 
Test Resource Manager. TRM is a manager process which was designed to 
manage load-balanced sharing of test resources in distributed environment. 
Test Resource Management Service. TRMS is a core service managing the 
use of test resources.
Test Resource Management Service Stub. This stub is a client part of the 
TRMS service and it makes requests for the TRM manager.
Test Signal Path Manager. TSPM is a manager process which was designed 
to manage load-balanced establishing of test signal paths in distributed test 
environment.
Test Signal Path Service. TSPS is a core service managing the use of test 
signal paths and realizing them by means of switching equipment.
Test Signal Path Service Stub. This stub is a client part of the TSPS service 
and it makes requests for the TSPM manager.
Unit Under Test. The device which shall be tested.
Virtual Instrument System Architecture. A new driver software architecture 
developed to unify instrumentation software. It has been accepted as a 
standard for VXI by the VXIplug&play Systems Alliance.
Versa Module Europa. VME is a flexible open-ended bus system which 
makes use of the Eurocard standard. VME bus was intended to be a flexible 
environment supporting a variety of computing intensive tasks. It is defined 
by the IEEE 1014-1987 standard.
VISA Transition Library. VTL is a subset of VISA and is based on the most- 
frequently-used I/O function calls.
VMEbus extension for Instrumentation. VXI is based on the worldwide 
VME bus standard and provides high-performance instrumentation buses for 
precision timing and synchronization between instrument components. VXI is 
standardized by IEEE 1155.
World Wide Web. The WWW is a distributed hypermedia system consisting 
of servers, which make various data available on the net, and clients, which 
allow finding and using the information.
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2. Introduction

This thesis presents resource problems of the current test systems and proposes a solution for 
managing the problems. After problem discussion useful concepts and information about one 
standard suite of the ШЕЕ, called ABBET (A Broad Based Environment for Test), are 
considered. Subsequently, some design issues of concurrent and distributed systems are 
discussed. The design and structure of the new test system is described and essential parts of 
the system are classified into core services. The main design issues of these core services are 
discussed and alternative designs are compared. A prototype of the designed system and test 
cases run are presented. Finally, results of this study are considered and analysed in this 
thesis.

2.1 Background

The testing is the stressing of a Unit Under Test (UUT) by generating stimuli, applying them 
to the UUT, and then measuring the results. Main purpose of testing activity is to verify that 
the product meets its functional performance specifications. Other reasons for testing are to 
calibrate the characteristics of a product to meet specified tolerances and performance criteria 
and to diagnose and identify fault conditions. It can be easily proved that testing is an 
essential part of a product life cycle.

Automatic test systems are critical in design, verification, manufacturing, and maintenance of 
virtually all manufactured products. Automatic test systems are used to test all types of 
products including military weapon systems, commercial telecommunications devices, 
computers, automobiles, and consumer appliances. The software used in these test systems is 
expensive to create and maintain, and can be a major factor in the time to market for products. 
Reuse of software is frequently chosen as the principle strategy to achieve cost and cycle time 
improvements. However, test program software reuse is not only method for reducing costs.

The cost of testing has continued to rise despite the introduction of standards, methods, tools 
and techniques that have focused on lowering or, at least, containing that cost. The industry 
as well as the army and other services is continually searching for ways to reduce operating 
costs and increase competitiveness (Widner and Walsh 1994, p. 29). Especially during 
manufacturing phase testing of products is costly. The main reason is that resources used in 
testing cannot be utilized in a more optimal manner. A lot of instrumentation and computing 
power is lost due to restrictions of current test systems. Some resources may be heavily 
loaded, while others remain idle. It is, and will remain to be, too expensive to dedicate a 
sufficient amount of resources to each and every Automatic Test System (ATS). However, 
managing resources of Automatic Test Systems is more than just making use of VXI 
plug&play or programming instruments visually.

As Dorf and Kusiak (1994, p. 10) have considered the increase of flexibility is of growing 
concern to manufacturers. Currently test systems cannot adapt well enough to production 
changes that include new product releases and withdraws, production volume, rate and 
schedule changes, product design variations and test modifications as well as other normal 
and unexpected changes. Poor flexibility of current test systems as well as scalability 
problems cause a lot of costs because of an expensive test equipment depot, inflexibility of 
increasing the test capacity of test systems and rise of personnel costs. Thus, more flexibility 
is needed to deal with changes in production.
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2.2 Goals of the Study

The purpose of this study was to provide an architecture and a design for developing a test 
system which minimizes product testing time as well as resource costs and maximizes 
throughput. This system can be applied in all phases of the product cycle but the focus has 
been to rationalize manufacturing phase which has great demand for functional testing of 
multiple products simultaneously.

One goal was to develop a model of concurrent and distributed testing that can be used as a 
concept to maximize the use of test resources and to provide flexibility for production 
changes. The concurrent and distributed testing should mix not only testing of many identical 
products but also many heterogeneous products which have varying test requirements.

Another goal was to support resource sharing among several Units Under Test (UUTs) and 
load balancing of resources. These shared resources include computers, instruments and 
signal switch equipment. Resource sharing and load balancing are the processes of 
redistributing the system workload among the resources to improve performance and 
accessibility of all resources. Intuitively, avoiding situation of load imbalances and exploiting 
powerful resources may lead to better performance and resource utilization.

There were several desirable properties of a new test system, which I used to guide my design 
of the system. These desirable properties included general purpose, transparency, dynamics, 
efficiency, scalability and well-defined interface:
• General purpose: The system should make few assumptions about and have few 

restrictions to the types of test programs that can be executed on the system.
• Transparency: The behavior and result of a test program should not be affected by the 

resources which it utilizes. In particular, there should be no difference between local and 
remote test execution, chosen test resources or test signal paths.

• Dynamics: The algorithms employed to decide which resources to use should respond to 
load changes, and exploit the full extent of the resources available.

• Efficiency: Resource sharing and load balancing should incur reasonably low overhead so 
that the benefits of sharing may be maintained.

• Scalability: The system is scalable if it can make a large number of resources available to 
test programs throughout a large-scale system without substantially increasing the 
overhead.

• Well-defined interface: The system should be easily usable to the test developers. It should 
enable test program developers to build sophisticated test programs with relative ease and 
without much knowledge of the test system internals.

2.3 Limitations of the Scope of the Study

In this thesis I am not concerned what kind of products are tested by the test system or what 
functionality tests really contain. A principle is to provide general framework for testing 
different kinds of electronic products concurrently in the distributed system so that resources 
can be utilized in an efficient manner. The focus is on the functional testing which utilizes 
stimulus and measurement instruments, and other test methods, such as Built-In Self-Test 
(BIST), In Circuit Test (ICT), burn-in and other physical stressings, are ignored. In addition, 
testability analysis and fault diagnosis methods are omitted. However, these methods 
complement each other, and ignoring some of them does not mean that their critical 
importance is denied: they were simply beyond the scope of this study.
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Tools and applications as well as working methods and processes are considered only 
marginally since the focus is on the runtime test system not on the development or analysis 
environments. Therefore, test program set (TPS) development process and TPS development 
methods and tools are not specified. Test program set development has also widely been 
discussed by other studies (e.g. Stephenson et al. 1996 and Apfelbaum 1995). Furthermore, a 
test system that has been designed was independent of specific development processes, 
methods or tools, however, they can be used as complementary parts of the system. In 
addition to TPS development, processes, methods and tools used to describe a test system or 
its configuration, and to manage test information were mostly outside of the context of this 
study. This thesis only examines how developed test programs can be executed efficiently on 
some test system configuration.

This thesis focuses on core services providing essential functionality for managing concurrent 
testing in a distributed testing environment. In addition to this, general description of other 
software running on the test system is represented and interfaces for test program sets and 
other applications are specified. External information employed as well as produced by core 
services are also described.

No particular operating system or distributed environment was used as a basis for design 
since there were many useful systems that can implement the designs of this study. Instead of 
a specific system dependent solution, the general use of abstract client-server architecture is 
outlined because it provided an open framework solution for several different 
implementations. Because the platform under a test system was considered to provide basic 
distributed services, such as reliable communication and name service, it is beyond the scope 
of this study to discuss these issues in detail.

2.4 Study Methods

Some useful theories and information about testing issues as well as concurrent and 
distributed systems were represented and related studies and literature was utilized for 
performing this study.

The design and structure of the system was described by layered and architectural models, 
process and communication descriptions and data flow diagrams. To describe some objects of 
the designed system and their relationships, object models as well as Entity-Relationship 
(ER) models were used. In addition, state machines were used for specifying dynamic 
behavior of some part of the system.

To verify the correctness and functionality of some essential parts of the design and to show 
design results in practise, a prototype system was developed and some useful experimental 
measurements were performed.
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2.5 Standards and Other Systems

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and its A Broad Based 
Environment for Test (ABBET) subcommittee are in the process of developing a suite of 
standards. These standards cover the broad realm of testing from the input of product design, 
through the definition of test strategies and test programs, to the physical resource and bus 
control areas.

The purpose of ABBET is to provide a standard architecture for creating test information, 
systems, and processes which minimize test asset development time and product test, 
maintenance, and repair times. ABBET applies in all phases of a product life cycle which 
includes design, manufacturing, field usage, maintenance and repair.

ABBET is planned to be an open architecture and so it is free of any software or hardware 
dependencies. The ABBET subcommittee has defined a layer model in the IEEE ABBET 
Standard 1226 document (Hardenburg and Nichols 1995, p.57). This model is a conceptual 
model, not an implementation model. ABBET addresses the test domain at five levels or 
layers. The levels are referred to in the ABBET domain as the product description layer, the 
test strategy layer, the test procedure layer, the test resource management layer, and the 
instrument control layer.

This study concentrated on three lower layers of the ABBET layer model and especially on 
the test resource management layer. More detail information about the architecture, concepts 
and layer model of the ABBET system is described in chapter “ABBET Concepts and 
Architecture”.
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3. Problem Description and Proposal of Solution

In this chapter I describe and analyse what the problem is. First I describe resources used in a 
testing operation and the tasks to which resources are assigned. After that I consider resource 
use problems. Finally, I propose a solution to resource use problems. The purpose of the 
solution is to make more cost efficient use of test resources, mainly expensive test equipment, 
than the current test systems can do.

3.1 Test Station Resources

An Automated Test System (ATS) has two types of resources: equipment and human 
resources. Equipment resources are used to implement automatic test operations and human 
resources perform manual tasks as well as control a testing process. In most cases resources 
of a test station are used to test one specific product.

3.1.1 Automated Test Equipment Resources

Automated Test Equipment (ATE) can be divided into three main categories: a controller, test 
resources and signal switching equipment. An outline of such an ATE system is shown in the 
block diagram in Figure 1. A controller is a computer having two main activities. First, a 
controller computer executes system software and test programs as well as other applications. 
Second, a controller computer controls other test equipment, test resources and signal 
switching equipment, along procedures defined in a test program. Signal switching equipment 
and test resources are controlled by control buses linking a controller computer to other 
equipment.

CONTR DL BUS

SIGNALJ UNIT UNDER 
CABLES" TEST (UUT)

SIGNAL
CABLES

CONTROLLER

SIGNAL
SWITCH

EQUIPMENTRESOURCES
TEST

Figure 1. ATE resources of a test system

Test resources are needed to perform special test operations as applying a stimulus and 
measuring a respond. Test resources consist of different types of test and measurement 
instruments. Typical test resources include oscilloscopes, multimeters, signal generators and 
analyzers, power supplies, function generators and counters.

Because of automated test processing, signal switch equipment is needed for creating test 
signal connections between test resources and a Unit Under Test (UUT). Due to signal switch
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equipment the same test resource can test several test points of a UUT. In addition to 
connections from test resources to a UUT, connections between both two test resources and 
two test points of a UUT can be created by signal switch equipment.

3.1.2 Human Resources

In addition to ATE resources, a test operation typically requires handling a UUT, 
maneuvering it into place, connecting it to the test system, starting proper test programs and 
monitoring their execution. In some special cases test operators can do manual test operations 
or made test control and product acceptance decisions.

Test engineers develop test programs which the test system can execute. Maintenance staff is 
needed for both hardware and software maintenance tasks, such as test program updates, test 
resource changes and calibrations.

3.2 Resource Use Problems

In this section I describe two problem areas that are a consequence of inflexibility of the 
current test systems. I assume the current ATE systems have the following drawbacks:

• The current ATE system is capable to test only one type of product.
• The current ATE system is capable to test only one product at a time.

In addition, I assume that production environment is very dynamic: there is several products 
with different volume rates which can dynamically change due to customer orders.

The lack of resource flexibility of the current test systems waste resources by creating two 
types of problems: test capacity problems and test processing problems. Test capacity 
problems can arise since the current ATE systems testing one type of product have to meet 
changing throughput requirements of the product. Test processing problems can arise since 
the current ATE system does not make the full use of test resources during testing.

3.2.1 Test Capacity Problems

Adaptation for production changes requires that test capacity and throughput can be modified 
in accordance with production volume of every products. To avoid testing bottleneck 
throughput capacity of the ATE systems shall be at least as great as throughput of other 
production. Resources of the ATE systems are wasted because throughput of the ATE system 
is rarely as high as the throughput of other production lines.

The total throughput of the ATE systems testing one type of products, TAjE, can be 
expressed as:

M

i=i

where M > 1 is a number of the ATE systems and T‘ATE is throughput of one ATE system on
the production line. There exists some required throughput of testing Trequired-
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Undercapacity: 1ATE <1 required

In this case a test operation is a bottleneck because the total throughput capacity of all ATE 
systems testing one type of products is not high enough. In consequence of this situation not 
enough products can be tested in time and the production cannot carry out some customer 
orders, and a operation’s quality is not acceptable. Because results produce direct and indirect 
costs, it is vital to avoid the occurrences of this type.

There are two alternatives to increase the throughput of the current ATE systems: improving 
ATE performance or adding new ATE systems. Improving ATE performance of current test 
systems can be tried to do in several manners but there are mainly two solutions: utilizing 
more efficient test resources or changing the test method. However, the former solution is not 
at all the cost efficient solution in most cases because of both equipment costs and time 
required for modifying test program to utilize new equipment. The purpose of changing test 
method is to reduce the test time and still meeting the same test requirements as before. One 
solution that can be utilized in current test systems to reduce the test time is to make use of 
the concurrent testing capabilities that are discussed in chapter “System Design and 
Structure”. However, there is both theoretical and practical restrictions for reducing the 
testing time of the product in the current test systems.

Another alternative, adding new ATE systems, means in practise that a replica of a existing 
ATE system is installed to production and its execution is started in production. In addition to 
equipment resources also human resources shall be allocated for new ATE systems. A 
number of replicas to be added depends on how great throughput shortage is and how much 
one replica improves throughput. After adequate throughput increment either the test capacity 
problem can be solved or, more probably, it can lead to the overcapacity problem.

Overcapacity: 1ATE > 1 required

In this case a test operation can satisfy throughput requirements but some resources are 
wasted. This case is typical because of drawbacks of the undercapacity which can produce 
probably more costs than the overcapacity. In addition to meet the throughput requirements, a 
capacity margin may be needed for rapid adaptation for dynamic production growth.

Clearly, there is more test capacity than needed, and therefore both ATE resources and human 
resources is wasted in this case. Sometimes some ATE systems testing one type of products 
can be removed and resources can be utilized in some other ATE systems. However, no ATE 
system can be removed if capacity will be too low after removing. Every ATE system 
requires also test operator and maintenance support regardless of how efficient an ATE 
system use is. Could both ATE waste and personnel overhead be eliminated or even reduced?

3.2.2 Test Processing Problems

In addition to the test capacity problems, there is resource waste because of inner behaviour 
of the current ATE system. When the ATE system is running, products are tested one after 
another. Figure 2 shows a period of this kind of continuous test processing. Each test 
presented in the figure sets test load to a UUT, measures test results, analyzes measured 
value, and does other test computing. After a UUT has completely been tested in this ATE 
system, it is replaced by a next product. The time interval, a break displayed in the figure, 
between the end of a previous test and the start of a next test, consists typically of the UUT 
replacement and system maintenance tasks. The UUT replacement operation includes 
removing a tested UUT and inserting a next UUT to the ATE system. Regardless of either
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manual or automatic execution of this operation, it will take some time and during this 
operation ATE resources are unused. There are also operation breaks for the ATE systems 
because of some test system maintenance activities. For example, a defective equipment 
should be replaced by another, test resources should be calibrated or test software should be 
updated. In this presentation these breaks are shared among break times presented in the 
figure. Could ATE resources be used efficiently also at break times?

break

Figure 2. A continuous test processing in one ATE system

Test resources are neither optimally used at the test program level. To clarify resource use 
problem at test program level Figure 3 shows a model of a test program using some different 
types of resources. The computation that occurs in a test program is not modelled in detail, 
this model concerns only those events within a test that may affect the use of resources.

RESOURCE Ah------------

RESOURCE Bi----------

RESOURCE Cj----------

RESOURCE t>[----------

I
—I--------

I

TEST START

--------1---- ►TIME

TEST END

Figure 3. The resource use during a test execution

ATE resources used by a test can contain computer resources, test resources and signal switch 
resources. The figure illustrates how test resources are used during a test program execution 
because they are the most expensive part of the current ATE systems. Duration of test 
resources can vary and some test resources can be used simultaneously. For instance, a signal 
generator and a signal analyzer can be needed to do some partial test function at some time. 
To examine resource use of a test program the utilization rate of resources can be studied. As 
an example, could the resource A shown in the figure be successfully used by other tests in its 
idle time?
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3.3 Proposal of Solution

As shown above, in general, the resource use of the current ATE systems is evidently less- 
than-optimum. But why to worry about resource use? What is lost? I claim that by means of 
different type of resource use, cost savings as well as better throughput and flexibility can be 
achieved. An attack on resource use problems of the current ATE systems can be carried out 
by attacking their drawbacks. Above I showed two drawbacks of the current ATE systems: 
one ATE system is capable to test only one type of product and only one product at a 
moment. Actually, there are at least two types of solutions:

• A multipurpose ATE system. The same ATE system is capable to test different 
products. The configuration of the multipurpose ATE system can be rapidly 
changed to support the testing of other products.

• A multitasking ATE system. The same ATE system is capable to test several 
products simultaneously.

The multipurpose ATE system could alleviate the overcapacity problems in the production 
and the multitasking ATE system could make more efficient use of test resources. This study 
combined features of these two ATE systems to one generic ATE system which can test many 
types of products parallel; so that resources could be efficiently shared among tests and the 
load of different resources could be balanced. Figure 4 shows an example of the 
reorganization of discrete ATE systems by combining current ATE systems into two generic 
ATE systems.

PRODUCT A PRODUCT В PRODUCT C PRODUCT D

] CURRENT ATE SYSTEM 

Щ NEW ATE SYSTEM

Figure 4. An example of the reorganization of the ATE systems

The purpose of this reorganization is to improve throughput of ATE systems although the 
same amount of resources are used. This is possible because new ATE systems E and F can 
share resources of the current ATE systems more flexibly. For the same reason, the new ATE 
systems could also provide the current throughput by means of fewer resources. In addition, 
increasing the throughput of the ATE system can be easier since only resources causing a 
bottleneck can be added instead of adding the entire ATE system. This scaling flexibility 
alleviates the overcapacity problems.
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4. ABBET Concepts and Architecture

A Broad Based Environment for Test (ABBET) defines a standard software framework for 
the test domain. ABBET’s goal is to define standards for the common software and 
information elements of the test domain across the full product life cycle. These standards act 
to minimize the dependency between the diagnostics and the implementing systems, and 
encourage reuse of common software elements. This in turn leads to reduced life cycle cost 
(Hinkle 1993, p. 420).

The ABBET system was used as a concept and test framework for the new test system. This 
study focused on test and diagnostic services of the ABBET system and lower layers of the 
ABBET layer model. The new test system was designed to implement some parts of the 
ABBET system, including test resource management and instrument control functions, and to 
apply them to realize concurrent and distributed testing. However, other services and layers of 
the ABBET system and related standards can be integrated with the new test system if 
needed.

4.1 Key Concepts

The terms defined in ABBET include virtual resource, real resource, individual resource, 
composite resource, virtual-to-real resource mapping, test equipment configuration, 
instrument driver, bus interface (Hardenburg and Nichols 1995, p. 58-60). In addition to these 
terms I define terms: real resource class, virtual-to-class resource mapping and class-to-real 
resource mapping in order to simplify later discussion.

A virtual resource, as defined by ABBET, is the definition of the requirement needed to test a 
particular function of a Unit Under Test (UUT). A virtual resource is created by a test 
program possible through the use of some specific test language. Virtual resources are used to 
normalize the test resources of the ATE system. The use of virtual resources allows creation 
of application programs which are not dependent on specific test equipment. This approach 
also helps test engineers to reuse program components for different products.

A real resource is defined in ABBET as an individual resource or a composite resource. An 
individual resource is any stand-alone test resource and a composite resource is any group of 
two or more stand-alone test resources joined to provide and integrated function. A real 
resource I define to be an instance of a real resource class. A real resource class is similar to a 
object class that can have several real resource instances. For example, in test equipment 
configuration there can be two distinct but similar real resources, say oscilloscopes, both of 
which belong to the same real resource class.

Virtual-to-Real resource mapping is the process of mapping a UUT test function requirement, 
or virtual resource, specified in a test program to a real resource in a configured set of real 
resources. Virtual-to-Real resource mapping can be divided into to two phases: Virtual-to- 
Class and Class-to-Real resource mappings. Virtual-to-Class resource mapping maps a virtual 
resource to a real resource class and Class-to-Real resource mapping maps a real resource 
class to one instance of a class, to a real resource, within a test equipment configuration.

A test equipment configuration is a description of an integrated set of real resources whose 
purpose is to perform tests on one or more UUTs. Information within the test equipment 
configuration is utilized to access the instrument drivers for specific real resources. An 
instrument driver produces the control sequences used to control a specific function of a real
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resource. In addition, specific information within the test equipment configuration is available 
to a standard bus interface that provides for the control of a real resource over a specific test 
bus. The test buses currently standardized within ABBET lower layers are the ШЕЕ 488.1/.2 
(СРЮ), asynchronous serial, VXI/MXI. Most often, it is the instrument driver that utilizes 
the bus interface to control the real resource.

4.2 ABBET Conceptual Architecture

The ABBET architecture consists of a framework of standardized service interfaces and 
information representations. The ABBET Architecture and Overview document (McGarvey 
1993, p. 430-431) specifies a conceptual architecture and a partitioned set of requirements 
allocated to the architectural components. Figure 5 illustrates the ABBET conceptual 
architecture which entails the integration of a set of application programs into a software 
framework that provides the following three major categories of services:

1. Test and diagnostic services
2. Information services
3. User interface services

USER
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SERVICES

TEST AND 
DIAGNOSTIC 

SERVICES

INFORMATION
SERVICES

REPOSITORIESINFORMATION

USERS

APPLICATIONS

RESOURCES
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EXTERNAL
EXCHANGE

DATA
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DATA
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STRAT/REQ.

DATA

TEST
PROC.
DATA

TEST
RESOURCE

DATA

MAINT.
DATA

CONFIGURATION
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Figure 5. ABBET Conceptual Architecture

The test and information services provide the interface between the test programs and the test 
resources. They also provide services between the UUT and the test system. The information 
services enables access to both internal and external test-related information. Finally, the user 
interface services provide the interface between the user and the test system.

ABBET is based on an open framework which controls access to a test knowledge repository 
and physical test resources. The framework performs services requested by application 
programs. The application programs include test programs for specific products as well as
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general purpose tools that support test program development and maintenance. The software 
framework is open, allowing products from independent software vendors to be integrated 
with the environment. The ABBET framework isolates application software from the 
underlying implementation, thus allowing applications to be implemented in various types of 
user environments running on multiple types of platforms.

4.3 ABBET Information Model

Figure 6 is a graphical representation of the ABBET information model that identifies the 
major ABBET entities and their relationships (McGarvey 1993, p. 433). This diagram 
indicates that the information requirements to be addressed by ABBET include product 
description, product performance characteristics, test requirements, test methods, test 
procedures, diagnostic control strategies, virtual resource requirements, and physical test 
resource capabilities.

product
-is specified by------C product characteristics

-------О

requires tests

-satisfies- test requirement
~r™
satisfies

—specifies verification oM

verify

test method

?
implements
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implemented by
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О
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—has instruments—C

resides at
A.
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Figure 6. ABBET Information Model

The information domain begins with the product or the Unit Under Test (UUT). The UUT 
includes the product description and performance characteristics. The test requirements 
describe what must be tested, the limits and the evaluation criteria or test pass or fail. This 
information plus test strategy is combined to describe the test object. The test object is a 
stand-alone, executable test procedure. The test object implements a test method and it 
produces knowledge about an encapsulated test procedure. This test procedure includes 
execution time and cost, required setup requirements, equipment requirements, stimulus and
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measurement points, possible test outcomes, pre and post conditions. Typically this 
information is correlated manually by writing a test program set (TPS). The virtual resources 
of the TPS are mapped to the real resources of the test equipment configuration and then 
executed (Cashar 1993, p. 424).

Software tools in the environment will use the information model as a schema that defines the 
structure and organization of knowledge in the repository. The framework will provide 
software tools with programming language bindings based on an object-oriented view of the 
data repository. The underlying implementation by the framework may be based on object- 
oriented data bases, relational data bases, distributed databases, flat file implementations, etc.

4.4 ABBET Layers

AB BET addresses the test domain at five levels or layers:
a) Product description layer
b) Test strategy/requirements layer
c) Test procedure layer
d) Test resource management layer
e) Instrument control layer

They are divided to allow ABBET to focus on particular functions of the test domain (Hinkle 
1993).

The product description layer provides a bridge between the design and test environments to 
provide a strongly coupled test view into the product. Access of product information at this 
level, specially product performance characteristics and interface descriptions, allows early 
assessment of test asset requirements.

The test strategy/requirements layer provides formal and standard definition of test 
requirements as well as the dependency models required to apply knowledge-based systems 
to the test and diagnostics domain. Automatic tools can and will be constructed that can 
analyze product requirements and test assets to ensure compatibility and to automatically 
generate test program code. This capability also minimizes the need for station assets to 
develop TPSs, reducing the required asset inventory to the minimum. Another important 
benefit achieved at this layer is the ability to provide enhanced test asset management 
capabilities. Test requirements coupled with test asset models (see test resource management 
layer) supports searching for inventoried equipment capable of hosting the test requirements.

The test procedure layer provides a standard language for defining test procedures. This layer 
allows an object-oriented approach to test description to be taken where each test is packaged 
as an object relatively independent of other tests. This layer provides a standardized test 
specification language and a target for automated tools to use when generating TPSs.

The resource management layer provides an object-oriented view of test resources that 
provides standard interface to test resources regardless of the specific bus and control 
protocol of the instrument. This again enhances portability of application and test programs. 
Services in this layer provide resource allocation capabilities based on resource models that 
define resource performance characteristics and how to elicit them. This layer provides the 
binding between the abstract description of stimulus and response and the actual resources 
required to perform them. This flexibility allows test programs to be dynamically mapped 
based on the current state of the test system. This provides maximum availability of the ATE 
assets.
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The instrument control layer provides the interface to the instruments. This layer allows for 
different bus protocols to be used. The goal at this layer is to provide a transparent interface 
to the instruments by the user. This allows for different instrument control drivers to be used 
when they are encapsulated within ABBET protocols. The idea is to have software drivers 
that are added when necessary.

4.5 Standards

4.5.1 ABBET 1226

The ABBET IEEE standard, PI226, is being created in the form of several interrelated
component standards, each addressing a part of the overall ABBET test approach (Dean et al.
1994, p. 291-292).

• 1226 - Overview and Architecture. This document defines the goals, methodology and 
architecture of the ABBET standard.

• 1226.1 - Common Ada Packages. The purpose of this component standard is to define 
standardized Ada elements that are common to multiple IEEE ABBET component 
standards.

• 1226.2 - ATLAS Level Test Procedure Interface. The purpose of this component standard 
is to define standardized Ada statements and packages that will allow the writing of test 
programs with the functionality of ATLAS, but using the Ada language.

• 1226.3 - Test Equipment Configuration Interface. The test configuration interface services 
provide application software access to test resource information, specifying the 
instrumentation and test resources available on a test system. This allows an application to 
identify and use those resources available which will satisfy the virtual test resources 
requested by a test program.

• 1226.4 - Test Resource Interface. This component standard shall specify the services 
needed to command test instruments to provide stimulus, load, and measurement functions 
as required by the test program.

• 1226.5 - Bus Interface. This component standard specifies the services needed to support 
communication between the tester and the test instruments via instrument control buses. 
This will result in making the test program independent of which control bus is used by 
the test system.

• 1226.6 - Introductory Guide to ABBET. This component of the 1226 standard provides a 
high level explanation of what ABBET is, including the benefits of using the ABBET 
family of standards, and the overall architecture and philosophy of ABBET.

• 1226.7 - Product Description Interface. This component standard specifies the interfaces 
to standard product description data formats, in order to support the generation of test 
specifications and test strategies derived from the design data.

• 1226.8 - Test Strategy/Requirements Interface. This component standard defines interfaces 
to test strategy and test requirements data. These interfaces support Automatic Test 
Program Generation (ATPG) tools as well as access to test strategy information during test 
execution.
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4.5.2 Related Standards

For the potential ABBET user, the following documents may help in understanding ABBET
and its relationship to other test related standards (Dean et al. 1994, p. 292):
• IEEE Std 716. The IEEE Standard C/ATLAS Test Language provides a standardized 

means of defining and expressing the test specification of a product to be tested. This is 
one of the industry standard integrated into the ABBET architecture.

• IEEE P1029.3. The Test Requirements and Specification Language (TRSL) provides a 
standardized means of defining and expressing the test requirements of a product. This is 
one of the industry standards integrated into the ABBET architecture.

• TF.F.F. Std 1226-1993. The ABBET Overview and Architecture standard defines the 
architecture of the ABBET family of standards and how they integrate together, including 
the ABBET component standards (1226.1 - 1226.8), and other IEEE, industry and DoD 
standards.

• TF.F.F. P1232. The standard for Artificial Intelligence and Expert System Tie to Automatic 
Test Equipment (AI-ESTATE) defines information interfaces and approaches for 
integrating Artificial Intelligence into testing for product fault analysis and diagnosis.

• IEEE PI 389. The Standard for the Management of Test and Maintenance Information will 
enable the large scale analysis of maintenance and logistics information across different 
platforms, maintenance data collection systems, industries and environments.

• The Test Equipment Description Language (TEDL) and Resource Description Language 
(RDL) standards define real and virtual test resources and their respective bindings.

• The Versa Module European (VME) bus extension for Instruments (VXI) bus Consortium 
has been entrusted with the development and maintenance of instrumentation and 
instrument software standards such as the IEEE 1155, 488.1/488.2 and Standard 
Commands for Programmable Instruments (SCPI). These standards apply to the physical 
resource (Cashar 1993, p. 425).
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5. Concurrent and Distributed Systems

5.1 Introduction

In the concurrent test system there are often situations where the test processes compete for 
resources. The consequences of the competition may lead to erratic behavior and even to a 
complete halt of a test system. Mutual exclusion is required when only one test process at a 
time may have exclusive access to a resource such as test resource or test signal path. The 
problem can occur if resources are accessed by test processes without restrictions. The most 
general concurrency problems, deadlocks, and prevention of them are considered below.

There are several reasons for developing distributed system instead of centralized systems or 
independent computers. First, system performance can be improved by exploiting a 
distributed architecture. An alternative reason for building a distributed system is higher 
reliability. The fault-tolerant systems often perform critical tasks that should not be disrupted 
by hardware or software failures. To achieve fault-tolerance, system computations and data 
structures are sometimes replicated across a distributed system (Loques et al 1988, p. 69). A 
client-server architecture is discussed in this chapter as a basis to distributed computing of the 
test system.

Compared to single computer designs, distributed architectures provide advantages such as 
concurrency, availability, and fault tolerance. However, these benefits are achieved at the 
price of increased architectural complexity and performance overheads. In this chapter is 
discussed some issues concerning improvements of the performance in the client-server based 
test system.

5.2 Deadlock

A deadlock occurs when two or more processes are each waiting for the other to do 
something, consequently they all will wait forever. A deadlock can be quite difficult to detect 
because its only manifestation is a lack of progress with part of the computation. Other 
processes in the system may not be involved in the deadlock and may be proceeding 
normally, so the complete system may superficially appear to be running satisfactorily even 
though a part of it is deadlocked. Concurrent systems often need to be designed so that they 
are not subject to deadlock.

5.2.1 Conditions for Deadlocks

Coffman et al. (1971) showed that four conditions must hold for a deadlock to occur:
1. Mutual exclusion condition. The system’s concurrency control policy is such that 

resources can be acquired for exclusive use. It is possible for a process to be 
refused access to a resource on the grounds that some other process has acquired it 
for exclusive use.

2. Hold and wait condition. A process is allowed to hold resources while requesting 
further resources. The process is blocked if the request cannot be satisfied. The 
assumption is that the process will wait for the resource until it becomes available.

3. No pre-emption condition. Resources cannot be recovered from processes. A 
process may acquire a resource, use it and release it.
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4. Circular wait condition. A cycle of processes exists such that each process holds a 
resource that is being requested by the next process in the cycle and that request 
has been refused.

5.2.2 Dealing with Deadlocks

Tanenbaum (1992) considered four strategies that are used for dealing with deadlocks:
1. Just ignore the problem altogether
2. Detection and recovery
3. Dynamic avoidance by careful resource allocation
4. Prevention, by structurally negating one of the four necessary conditions

The first strategy is the simplest approach pretending that there is no problem at all. In some 
cases this strategy may be used if the deadlock problem is expected to occur rarely compared 
to the system crashes for other reasons, and if a deadlock has no serious effects.

The second approach is detection and recovery. When this technique is used, the system does 
not attempt to prevent deadlocks from occurring. Instead, it lets them occur, tries to detect 
when this happens, and then takes some actions to recover after the fact. To detect deadlocks 
a resource allocation graph may be used as a data structure to hold the resource allocation 
information and a formal algorithm for detecting cycles in this graph. Many algorithms for 
detecting cycles in directed graphs are known and can be used to implement detection phase 
of this approach. After successful detection, some way is needed to recover and get the 
system going again. Tanenbaum (1992) discussed various ways of recovering from a 
deadlock:

1. Recovery through pre-emption. In some cases it may be possible to take 
temporarily a resource away from its current owner and give it to another process.

2. Recovery through rollback. When a deadlock is detected, it is checked which 
resources are needed. To do the recovery, a process that owns a needed resource is 
rolled back to a point in time before it acquired some other resource.

3. Recovery through killing processes. The simplest way to break a deadlock is to 
kill one or more processes. Processes are killed until the cycle is broken.

A third technique is deadlock avoidance. In this technique the system must be able to decide 
whether granting a resource is safe or not, and only make the allocation when it is safe. There 
exists an algorithm that can avoid deadlocks, but only if certain information is available in 
advance. Unfortunately, in practice it is essentially useless because processes rarely know in 
advance what their maximum resource needs will be. In addition, the number of processes is 
not fixed, but dynamically varying. Furthermore, resources that were thought to be available 
can suddenly vanish.

Finally, deadlock prevention can be used to deal with a deadlock. This approach try to attack 
one condition of the four deadlock conditions stated above. If at least one of these conditions 
is never satisfied, then deadlocks will be structurally impossible. Attacking the mutual 
exclusion condition means that if no resource was ever assigned exclusively to a single 
process, deadlocks can never occur. Second, deadlocks can be eliminated if processes that 
hold resources can be prevented from waiting for more resources. One way to achieve this 
goal is to require all processes to request all their resources at once. Attacking the third 
condition requires that it should be possible to pre-empt a resource and roll back the process 
holding it to the point at which it acquired the resource that is now required by another 
process. The last condition, circular wait, can be attacked by requiring processes to request 
resources in a defined order. It depends on types of resources whether this restriction is 
feasible or unacceptable.
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5.3 Client-Server Architecture

5.3.1 Client-Server Model

The dominant organizational concept for distributed architectures is the notion of client- 
server computing. In this model application programs, client processes, request services 
supported by the distributed system, such as retrieving or printing files. Services are provided 
by dedicated programs called servers, which may be centralized or distributed across multiple 
hosts. Clients request services from a server through a set of operations which comprise the 
client interface. Servers respond by providing the requested service. Client-server 
architectures map naturally into message-passing and RPC models for distributed 
communication.

Reliability of client-server computing is based on the transaction model that guarantees the 
consistency of the internal state of a server. Both message order and node failures represent 
threats to consistency. Transaction-based control models address these problems by 
introducing the concept of an atomic transaction. An atomic transaction is a request that 
satisfies both serializability and atomicity. Transaction models presuppose that servers only 
perform atomic transactions; client applications are thereby free to issue requests without 
concern for interference from other client requests. If the server successfully accomplishes 
the operations that constitute a request, then it tells the client that the transaction has 
committed. If the server is unable to complete the request, then it informs the client that the 
transaction has aborted.

5.3.2 Client-Server Architectures

Several distinct architectures have been proposed for realizing client-server models in 
distributed systems:

• Distributed operating systems
• Network operating systems
• Distributed computing environments

Distributed operating systems call for close integration of distributed services, which 
effectively entails that all processor nodes run the same operating system. In order to support 
distributed services, this operating system must incorporate resource management facilities. 
Service implementations can be tailored to these uniform operating system elements, resulting 
in good performance and a high degree of transparency.

In the network operating systems, services are coupled less tightly to operating systems. 
Services implemented as distributed applications can exploit the facilities for managing 
resources native to existing operating systems, resulting in portability across heterogeneous 
processors. The loose coupling of services to operating systems results in less transparency 
and performance than possible with distributed operating systems.

Distributed computing environments implement services similarly to network operating 
systems, but are extensible, allowing developers to implement custom servers. In addition, 
these systems often support alternatives to client-server computing, such as peer-to-peer and 
group-based models. One currently used distributed computing environment is the Open 
Software Foundation’s (OSF) Distributed Computing Environment (DCE). Object 
Management Group’s (OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is 
widely regarded as the industry standard for distributed applications (Ben-Natan 1995).
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5.4 Concurrency at the Server and Client

5.4.1 Concurrency at the Server

A server can be implemented as a single process, which accepts and processes requests. 
However, performance may be inadequate for applications with heavy request traffic. 
Moreover, a crash of a centralized server or its host platform completely disrupts provision of 
that service.

Performance bottleneck can be alleviated by designing a centralized server to process 
requests concurrently, using multiple lightweight processes. Lightweight processes, or 
threads, share local variables, thereby minimizing memory size and the time required by an 
operating system to switch process contexts.

Tanenbaum (1992) considered three organization types of threads in a process:
• Dispacher/worker model
• Team model
• Pipeline model

In a dispacher/worker model, one thread, the dispatcher, reads incoming requests for work 
from the system mailbox. After examining the request, it chooses an idle worker thread and 
hands the request to it. Then the dispatcher wakes up the sleeping worker. In a team model, 
all threads are equal, and each one gets and processes its own requests. There is no 
dispatcher. In a pipeline model, the first thread generates some data and passes them on to the 
next one for processing. The data continue from thread to thread, with processing going on at 
each step.

5.4.2 Distributing Servers

Although concurrent threads can alleviate performance bottlenecks, reliability of a service 
remains problematic. Both performance and tolerance to single point failures can be achieved 
by employing a physically distributed collection of server processes. However, additional 
control mechanisms are then required to route client requests to distributed servers.

More important, distributed servers must be coordinated to maintain a globally consistent 
state, particularly when recovering from individual server failures. The standard approach for 
guaranteeing global consistency is the two-phase commit protocol. One server process asks 
the other servers to prepare for a transaction. If all processes indicate readiness, the 
coordinating process issues a commit message to all servers. All servers must then respond 
with an acknowledgement that they have completed or aborted the transaction successfully. If 
any server signals an abort, then all servers abort the transaction by undoing all relevant 
operations.

5.4.3 Concurrency at the Client

Clients can use threads to run more efficiently. Because some synchronous requests for a 
server take a long time to complete, it would be nice if a client could get some useful work 
done while waiting for the request to complete. Threads allow clients to gain the performance 
and design advantages of asynchronous operation while retaining the advantages of 
synchronous communication, such as RPC (Hart and Rosenberg 1995, p. 206).
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6. System Design and Structure

A new test system proposed in chapter “Problem Description and Proposal of Solution” may 
use the available resources more efficiently than the current systems, which in turn would 
reduce costs, improve throughput and increase flexibility. The new test system allows also 
test programs to take advantage of automatic resource sharing and load balancing in order to 
use resources efficiently. Test program interfaces with the system were designed to be as 
simple as possible so that features of the system can be easily utilized.

In the beginning of this chapter I represent new test system concepts including concurrent and 
distributed testing as well as resource sharing and load balancing. Then I outline ATE 
architecture, its parts and benefits, and the structure of the entire test system consisting of 
several ATE clusters. In the next section software, its architecture and parts, is designed. 
After software architecture I specify interfaces of essential parts of the system, called core 
services. Finally, the partition of computing and the communication between test processes 
and core services in a distributed environment are discussed in this chapter.

6.1 New Test System Concepts

6.1.1 Concurrent Testing

Concurrency could provide more efficient testing, and aid both the performance of the test 
system and the utilization rate of resources. Intuitively, if several tasks were be able to be 
performed simultaneously, the total processing capacity could be higher as well as idle times 
of serial systems could be eliminated. From the programming point of view, concurrency in 
the testing can basically take two forms:
• Concurrency within a test program. There are several concurrent test tasks that are used to 

test simultaneously the same UUT. The performance of one test program can be improved 
by dividing it into several processes or threads that can simultaneously generate stimuli, 
do measurements, analyse results and perform diagnosis of faults.

• Concurrent test programs. There are several parallel test tasks each of which tests its own 
separate UUT. The performance of the whole test system as well as resource use can be 
improved by concurrent test processes utilizing several resources simultaneously. This test 
method allows to test multiple products simultaneously by means of concurrent running 
test programs and to share resources among these test programs.

If concurrent testing is used, mutual exclusion is required for some resources of the test 
system so that only one test process at a time may have exclusive access to a resource. Thus, 
there are often situations where the processes compete for resources and this competition may 
lead to erratic behavior. The problem can occur if resources are accessed by test processes 
without restrictions and since that some concurrency control method is needed. In test 
systems concurrency control can be implemented at two levels:
• Program language level control. The test program developer takes care of synchronization 

issues as well as the protection of shared resources. This kind of test program is more 
complex than serial programs and therefore it is more difficult to develop correct and safe 
test programs.

• System level control. The system is responsible for the management of shared resources 
and the test program developer can use these services of the system to carry out a test 
operation safely. An advantage is that developers can develop easy serial test programs 
without much knowledge of the concurrency control.
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The approach used in this study is to use concurrent test programs for performance and 
resource use improvements and system level control for concurrency control. There are 
several advantages that can be achieved by this approach: better throughput capacity, 
efficient resource use, and finally reduced testing costs.

Because of system level concurrency control and several concurrent processes, there are 
several concurrency issues that shall be taken into account in design. On the one hand, mutual 
exclusion of some resources shall be ensured and unacceptable situations, such as resource 
conflicts and deadlocks, shall be avoided. On the other hand, some parts of the system, such 
as frequently required services, should take advantage of concurrent computing to achieve 
sufficient performance.

6.1.2 Distributed Testing

Compared to single computer designs, distributed architectures provide advantages such as 
concurrency, availability, and fault tolerance. Distribution of resources in the test systems can 
be divided into two categories: hardware and software resource distribution. Hardware 
resources of the test system include computers and their peripherals as well as 
communication links, test resources, signal switch resources and control buses. These 
hardware resources form a combined system where concurrent processing can take place and 
resources are available although some pieces of equipment of the system are down. Because 
of distributed hardware test programs can be executed more efficiently, resources can be 
shared and load balanced.

Software resources of the test system include operating systems, database management 
systems, bus control and communication software, other test control and management 
software as well as test tools and applications. Especially, test processes can be distributed 
across several computers in a network and they can communicate with distributed software 
services to control test resources and manage test data. By means of software resource 
distribution the higher performance as well as protection for software and hardware faults can 
be achieved. In addition, the distributed system allows centralized monitoring and control of 
test program set (TPS) execution as well as other applications and system services.

The distributed system supports also very flexible resource configurations which enables 
efficient use of all resources. Thus, a fundamental principle for test programs is required: test 
programs (TPSs) shall be ATE independent so that TPSs can be executed on different and 
updated ATE configurations with minimal or no changes required to the TPS.
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6.1.3 Resource Sharing and Load Balancing

Figure 7 shows the basic idea of the test system eliminating drawbacks of the conventional 
test systems presented above. This system supports distributed and concurrent testing for any 
type of products, resource sharing among several products, load balancing of resources as 
well as adding and removing a piece of resources. Thanks to this idea the throughput of test 
systems increases, cost reduces and test systems are more flexible.

Figure 7. The basic idea of the sophisticated test system that supports resource sharing 
for several test processes and load balancing among several resources

The main service of the new test system is sophisticated resource allocation that can manage 
resources, share them dynamically for several test programs and balance load of them. With 
this service, resources utilized in a test program do not have to target to specific resources. 
The resource requirements of test programs can be matched to the capabilities of the 
resources so that test programs can dynamically utilize the best resources available. Thanks to 
this concept resources can efficiently managed without complicating test programs. The 
whole system is based on concurrent and distributed environment enabling many useful 
capabilities as well as flexibility and scalability for future needs.

In addition to hardware resources, test programs can share software services. By sharing 
software services a test program can be more easily and more cost-efficiently developed, used 
and maintained. Moreover, the new ATE system allows multiple tests to be run in parallel and 
managed by a smaller number of test operators. By means of centralized control and 
monitoring, human resource costs per product can be successfully reduced.
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6.2 ATE Architecture

6.2.1 Architecture and Equipment Pools

To be able to support a new test system concept the current ATE architecture shall be 
reorganized to allow more flexible configurations. A new ATE architecture shall be capable 
to test simultaneously products of several types, which means that ATE resources shall be 
shared in a reasonable way. In addition, an ATE architecture shall support rational resource 
scaling so that a certain resource capacity of the system can be updated as independent as 
possible. Figure 8 shows the new ATE architecture that is designed to support the concurrent 
and distributed testing of electronic products.

UUTPOOL
TEST

RESOURCE
POOL

CABLES
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Figure 8. ATE architecture of a concurrent and distributed test system

A fundamental concept of this ATE architecture is different kinds of pools. All main types of 
resources, such as computing resources, test resources and signal switch equipment resources, 
are collected to resource pools. Furthermore, UUT places including interface adapters are 
organized as one kind of pool. A computer pool contains all computer resources installed into 
the test system. Computers are used to perform actual computing, such as execution of test 
programs and test tools, and to carry out management and control activities related with test 
systems. Computers in this pool are connected together by means of computer networks and 
thus computers form a networked system where different units can communicate with each 
other. In most cases, a computer network connecting several computers is a local area 
network (LAN) but also other types of links can be used.

To be able to perform test activities computers shall also be capable to communicate with 
other equipment, both with test resources and with signal switch equipment. In some 
applications where UUTs are programmable, computers shall also communicate with UUTs. 
Communication between computers and other equipment can be performed via standard 
control buses, like RS232, GPIB and VXI. Different kinds of bus standards as well as 
application specific control buses can exist in the same system and control buses can be 
chosen as a demand basis.

A test resource pool contains all test resources needed to satisfy test requirements of all tests 
used to test products in this system. A pool can contain both several similar test resources and 
several different types of test resources. There can be two categories of test resources:
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programmable and non-programmable test resources. Usually all instruments used for testing 
are programmable and can be controlled by a computer via a control bus. In addition to 
programmable test resources there can be non-programmable units that only perform some 
fixed functions and that are generally used together with programmable ones. For instance, 
cables with different length and material type can be used for testing of a telecommunication 
product that makes use of a cable as a data transfer medium.

A UUT pool forms a framework where different UUTs can be installed for testing. In 
addition to a physical place, some kind of fixture or Interface Test Adapter (ГГА) is needed to 
connect a UUT to the test system. An ГГА may have two purposes: to allow test signal to be 
connected to correct places in a UUT and to ensure the control of UUT. Every UUT has some 
test points where stimuli are directed or from where measurements are performed. The ГГА 
connects these test points to the test system in some appropriate way so that a UUT can be 
easily replaced by a next UUT when test is finished. Some UUT can be controlled by a 
computer, and therefore an IT A shall be capable to adapt a UUT to a control bus interface.

A final part of this ATE architecture is a signal switch equipment pool. Elements of this pool 
carry out different physical signal paths mainly between test resources and UUTs but also 
among test resources as well as among test points of a UUT. Generally a test resource is 
connected to a some test point of a UUT to apply a stimulus and another test point is 
connected to some other test resource to measure responses. In addition to this case, two test 
resources can be coupled together so that signals from one goes to the other one. In some 
cases, signal loops for a UUT are required where one test point of a UUT is linked to the 
other one. One condition for effective test resource sharing is that signals generated or 
consumed by one test resource can be connected to several test points of several UUTs. 
Realizing all these signal connection demands standard switch elements, such as multiplexers 
and matrixes, can be utilized. To support enough number of connections several switch 
elements can be linked together to form massive switch equipment. A signal switch 
equipment pool shall also be capable to transfer different types of signals having specific 
characteristics, and thus a heterogeneous set of switch elements is needed.

6.2.2 Advantages of the Architecture

The biggest argument for centralizing resources in pools comes from new test system 
concepts discussed above. One advantage of this ATE architecture is the support for the 
concurrent testing of products. Several test resources can be utilized by means of massive 
signal switch equipment for testing several UUTs simultaneously. In addition, a computer 
pool supports efficient and parallel test program processing.

The second advantage is that this ATE architecture allows minimizing of resource waste and 
resource costs. On one hand, one test resource can be shared for several UUTs and a 
computer can run several tests, and on the other, the workload of test resources as well as 
computer resources can be balanced. Resource sharing enables more effective utilization of 
resources and thus resource waste can be minimized. In consequence of load balancing all 
resources can be in full use and the performance of the system can be maximized. Since that 
one additional advantage is achieved by the greater throughput capacity of this system.

One reason for building this kind of ATE system is higher reliability. Because of hardware 
replica the system may be not disrupted by hardware failures. This architecture permits fault- 
tolerance so that if one resource fails, other resources can be used to continue processing. 
Higher availability is also one advantage. Test processing can progress and the system is 
capable to perform its tasks although some resources are either broken or under maintenance 
activities.
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The pool model also allows for easy incremental growth. If the computing load increases by 
10 percent, just buy 10 percent more computers and put them in the computer pool. Every 
computer shall not have all capabilities of workstations. For example, a computer may be a 
diskless workstation without display including only a processor, memory and network 
hardware. Similar to computer resources, if satisfying of some test requirements is a 
bottleneck, then test resources with proper characteristics can be put in the test resource pool. 
In addition, test resources are connected to the signal switch equipment as well as a control 
bus. If more test signal paths are needed, signal switch elements can be added and connected 
to the system. Finally, more products can be simultaneously under test if new UUT places are 
constructed and ITAs are installed in the UUT pool. With these increments as well as with 
corresponding extractions the capacity of the ATE system can follow exactly performance 
demands.

6.2.3 ATE Clusters

Although the ATE system may be the more efficient the bigger it is, it cannot be arbitrarily 
large. The key technique in building scalable systems is clustering, by which ATEs in the 
system are organized into clusters. Thus the whole system can be divided into several ATE 
clusters which have the structure of the ATE architecture described above. There are mainly 
three reasons for dividing the whole system into several clusters. First, there are some 
physical limitations for growing the ATE system, especially test resources cannot generally 
be distributed too far from UUTs because of physical characteristics of signals. Second, the 
management of the ATE system can require to restrict the size of the ATE systems. Third, 
natural geographical structures of manufacturing can require also distributing ATE systems 
close production chains. For instance, it depends on logistic solutions but often it is 
unreasonable to transfer products from one factory to another one for testing.

Figure 9 shows the structure of the whole system including ATE clusters. Every ATE cluster 
is almost independent of other ATE clusters. The test resource, signal switch equipment and 
UUT pools of one ATE cluster are independent of other cluster. An exception is the computer 
pool that is shared across the system. Since computers have two types of roles, controller and 
processing unit, they can belong to two sets. All computers of the ATE system are processing 
units being capable to perform various computing tasks. Some computers are also controllers 
that communicate with other ATE hardware. These controller computers couple closely to 
ATE clusters. Other computers together with controller computers form a network of 
computing units and computing tasks can be distributed cluster independently across all these 
computers.

Computer

Controller computer

Computer network

Figure 9. A system structure including ATE Clusters and Operation Centers
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In addition to ATE clusters, the system includes operation centers in which centralized 
operations can be accomplished for several distributed ATE clusters. Functions of these 
operation centers can include test development and maintenance, test operation management, 
and test system management.

This system structure provides many advantages in relation to totally independent ATE 
clusters. One advantage of this distributed system over independent clusters is more efficient 
load balancing; whole computing power can be shared among all computing tasks. Second, a 
distributed system allows centralized monitoring of different events, such as test execution, in 
the system. In addition to monitoring, a distributed system permits remote control of different 
tasks and units. Finally, a distributed system alleviate data management and handling since 
centralized data repositories can be accessed and utilized by any computer. Moreover, data 
can be easily distributed as needed.
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6.3 Software Architecture

Although the ATE architecture represented above permits some advantageous characteristics, 
such as resource sharing and load balancing, lot of software is needed to realize these 
features. For example, without the proper management software there could exist resource 
conflicts if two test programs try to access the same resource simultaneously. However, some 
management functions are provided by standard software, such as modem operating systems 
and data base management systems, and these systems can be integrated with other software 
to construct the entire software system.

6.3.1 Architectural Layers

Figure 10 shows an overall architecture of the system including software layers that make use 
of services of each other. The whole system is based on a distributed operating platform 
whose purpose is to provide fundamental operating system functions in a distributed 
environment. General services are used by upper level services and tools to take care of some 
basic services of the test system, such as data management and bus control. Core services sit 
on top of the general services and distributed operating platform, and are accessible through 
test program interface to direct test programs. The core services include a test computing 
service, test resource management and control services, a test signal path service, a test 
information service and other potential test services. The core services facilitate test program 
generation and enable safe concurrent testing. Test programs take advantage of core services 
through test program interface which deals with service communication. A final part of this 
architecture is applications and tools which can produce and analyze data, monitor and 
control operations in the system. These applications and tools provide also main interfaces to 
human users. The main objective of this study is to specify core services; their operations and 
interfaces to other software.
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Figure 10. Software architecture
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6.3.2 Distributed Operating Platform

A distributed operating platform provides operating system services among loosely coupled 
computers. The distributed operating platform should basically provide at least interprocess 
communication, memory management, process management and scheduling as well as basic 
input/output services. In addition to these minimal services it should provide the file system, 
directory system and system call handling. These services can be utilized to construct more 
sophisticated services and applications in a distributed environment.

As discussed above there is several architectures that can be used for realizing distributed 
computing: distributed operating systems, network operating systems and distributed 
computing environments. All of these architectures can implement represented test software 
architecture and definitive choice depends on many factors, such as transparency, flexibility, 
reliability, performance, scalability, application supply, system support etc., and their 
emphasis.

6.3.3 General Services

General services provide usual data management and communication services that are not 
provided by an undermost distributed operating platform layer. These services can be 
accessed by core services as well as by applications and tools. One service class of this layer 
is data base management systems that organize and control test system data. This data 
contains e.g. test system configuration data, test criteria and parameters as well as test results. 
Database management systems manage data consistency and concurrency issues as well as 
offer mechanisms for data manipulations.

Another common service class is bus control services dealing with ATE hardware 
communication. Bus control services include administrator software managing different 
buses, such as RS232, GPIB and VXI. By means of bus control services the same control bus 
can be safety accessed by several bus users.

A third useful service existing in this layer is a windowing system. This service provides 
graphical interfaces of applications for human users. Mainly this services are used by 
applications and tools with graphical user interface. The windowing system provides a basis 
for easy system fault and event monitoring and control as well as for configuration 
management.

6.3.4 Core Services

Core services are the most essential part of software of a concurrent and distributed test 
system and by means of them test programs can run safely and efficiently in this system. 
Main functions needed to accomplish testing in resource shared environment comprise:

• Test computing management. Test processes are distributed in a reasonable way 
across a network of computers.

• Test resource management. Test resources are shared as optimally as possible for 
test processes.

• Test signal path management. Test signal paths are shared as optimally as possible 
for test processes.

• Test resource control. Operations of virtual resources are directed to proper real 
resources in a transparent way.

• Test information management. Test data reading and writing operations are 
directed to proper data management system in a transparent way.
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An own core service is designed for each main function. Core services include software for 
managing different types of resources: a test computing service (TCS), test resource 
management service (TRMS) and test signal path service (TSPS) deal with computer 
resources, test resources and signal switch equipment resources, respectively. In addition, 
data communication and handling are supported; test resource control service (TRCS) 
communicates with and control test resources and test information service (TIS) can handle 
information used by tests.

The TCS service controls the use of computer resources for testing. The TCS service shares 
computing power of computers among simultaneous test programs. On one hand, this service 
can decide which computer of a distributed system is the most suitable for some test program 
and launch test processing there. On the other, this service can balance the workload of 
computers so that the total performance of a distributed computing system is as high as 
possible. Unlike other core services test programs cannot utilize this service but some 
applications and tools, such as a test operator tool, can request this service when test 
processing is started.

The TRMS service performs activities defined by the test resource management layer of the 
ABBET layer model (Hinkle 1993). The TRMS service can respond to test resource 
requirements of test programs. This service can deal with virtual resources and allocate 
proper real resources for them. By means of this service test resource conflicts can be avoided 
and one test resource can be used by different test programs at different time. In addition to 
test resource sharing this service balance requests evenly for all test resources during resource 
allocation.

The TSPS service constructs required end-to-end signal connections and cancels them as 
needed. This service manages allocation of signal switch elements and controls their states. 
To realize physical signal paths this service can command signal switch equipment via 
control buses and by aid of bus control services. This service can construct many 
simultaneous signal connections and prevents them from interference. This service may 
provide several alternative connections between two endpoints as well as several types of 
connections for different signals.

The TRCS service provides mechanisms for control of test resources. This service 
implements services in the instrument control layer of the ABBET layer model. Thanks to 
this service, test programs can send commands and data to and get results from real resources 
control bus independently. Thus, the same control methods can be used for a test resource 
connected by a RS232 bus, a GPIB bus or some other bus. In addition, the test resource 
control is similar regardless of locations of both a test process and a real resource. 
Furthermore, this service enables the development of an abstract interface for test programs 
since real resources can be accessed and controlled by means of methods of virtual resources.

The TIS service takes care of information transferred to and from test programs. The TIS 
service can be connected to databases for providing test criteria and parameter information 
for test programs. Furthermore, test programs can store test results and other information to 
databases for future use via the TIS service. Instead of, or in addition to, databases other data 
stores, e.g. simple files, can be used transparently. This service can also be linked to an 
application with a user interface in order to represent test progress and results for users in real 
time.

The core services can also include some other services that are needed in some cases. As an 
example, there could be a UUT control service which could command UUTs location and
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control bus independently. The core services part of this architecture assumes a modular 
structure that clearly separates specific functionalities of services. The modular structure of 
the core services offers at least three advantages. First, one service can be designed and 
implemented as independently from other services as possible and a new core service can be 
simply added to the system. Second, parts of the system can be used without others. For 
instance, a test program can be executed at a remote computer specified by the user; without 
using the test processing service. A final advantage of a modular structure for the core 
services is that each existing service can be easily updated or replaced by the better one 
without extensive integration process with other software. Especially, policies and 
mechanisms of some specific core service may be changed independently of each other and 
applications.

6.3.5 Test Program and Test Program Interface

A test program determines how a UUT is tested. The contents of the test program depends on 
the application system. However, a typical test program uses test resources for doing some 
measurements for a UUT, analyzes results of measurements and does some execution 
decisions. The use of test resources includes test resource setup functions, signal connections 
creation, commanding test resources for generating stimuli and measuring responds. For 
result analysis the test program utilizes test criteria, such as value limits and ranges that may 
exist separately in some data store. In addition, the data store can contain other test 
parameters that are used to control test execution. A pass/fail decision as well as measured 
values are generally stored to the data store.

The core services are intended to be a layer of system software that aids users in exploiting 
ATE resources scattered around a distributed system to improve test programs performance 
and resource accessibility. The test program support in the system is realized through a test 
program interface, which provides a high level procedural interface (API) to a set of test 
programs. Through this interface the test program can safely run among other concurrent test 
programs and make use of useful core services. The test program interface takes care of the 
communication issues with core services. There may be several test program interface 
implementations for different programming languages and environments.

6.3.6 Applications and Tools

A test system contains also many applications and tools that provide high-level services for 
different kinds of users via user interfaces. Main operations and management functions of a 
new test system could include:

• Test development
• Test operation management
• Test result analysis
• Test system configuration management
• Test system fault management
• Test system performance management

Test development is the process that produces test programs used in testing a UUT. Test 
development can be realized by a test development toolset which is actually a collection of 
software tools that allow a test program set developer to create, simulate, and interactively 
debug test programs. In addition, by test development tools test programs can be parametrized 
and their criterion can be set. These tools should also support re-usable test objects and user 
interface design.
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Test operation management is the process that runs test programs created by the test 
development process to stress actual UUTs, and monitors as well as controls these test runs. 
A test operator tool is an application that can set execution parameters of test programs 
developed by test development tools, manage their execution and display their progress and 
test results. By the test operator tools a test operator can determine what kind of information 
and exceptions are represented and how they are displayed.

A test results tool can analyse test data provided during the test operation, present and report 
statistics of tested units. By the test results tools reports ranging from a test report for an 
individual product to a report for the quality system can be generated.

Test system configuration management covers both the physical and logical resources of the 
test system. The configuration tools include tools for the computer configuration, the test 
resource configuration, the signal switch equipment configuration as well as the UUT 
configuration. Change management should be taken into account so that resources can be 
added and removed in a flexible and rapid manner.

Test system performance management is concerned with the evaluation and control of the 
performance of the resources in the test system. This involves gathering statistical 
information on resource utilization, maintenance and evaluation of logs, and the assessment 
of system performance under normal and simulated conditions. Performance management 
applications are capable of establishing baseline measurements on utilization at average and 
peak levels. Baseline measurements include typical error rates for daily, weekly, and monthly 
periods as well as typical breakdowns. Trending and analysis can be done at regular intervals 
to determine whether reconfiguring may improve system performance.

Test system fault management is concerned with the detection and correction of faults or 
abnormal operations of resources in a test system. This involves maintenance and evaluation 
of error logs, fault tracing and isolation and fault correction. Fault management applications 
allow administrators to set thresholds on systems parameter; configuration of threshold values 
and polling intervals can be done at the centralized management system and filter conditions 
can be specified at the managed objects. Trouble ticketing should be flexible enough to adapt 
to the dynamic test environment.

A system operator tool can be used for monitoring and controlling conditions and operations 
of the whole test system. The system operator tool can be integrated with configuration 
management, performance management and fault management so that by means of a system 
operator tool the user can change configuration of the system, monitor performance and 
system failures as well as fix problems. As an example, the system operator could add a new 
test resource into the test system and then the system operator tool would inform test resource 
management system about a new existing test resource. Furthermore, the system operator 
could freeze some test resources for repairing or stop some test processes.
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6.4 External Interfaces of Core Services

6.4.1 Introduction

In this section I describe external interfaces of the core services which provide connection 
between the core services and the outside world. These external interfaces can be divided into 
three categories along to different types of outside entities: test program interfaces, 
application and tool interfaces, and information interfaces. Figure 11 shows a data flow 
diagram for representing a general picture of interaction between the core services and three 
types of outside entities. As shown in figure some information is read and other is written and 
not all tools can directly access the core services.

CONFIGURATION
TOOLS

TEST PARAMETERS/CRITERIA TEST PROGRAM SETS SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

TEST RESULTS RESOURCE STATISTICS SYSTEM LOG

Figure 11. Data flow diagram at the system level. The figure shows information read 
and written by the core services and some tools concerning with this information, and 
some tools and test processes relating with the core services.

Some tools are used for producing information needed by the core services as well as for 
analysing information produced by the core services. Test engineer tools generate both actual 
test programs and their parameters and criteria. Configuration tools produce some 
configuration information about the system, such as computer configuration, test resource 
configuration and test signal path configuration. The core services utilize these pieces of 
information for initializing their data structures and performing their operations.

During testing the core services also produce some pieces of information as a result of 
different actions. This information can be utilized by analysis tools which can provide useful
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results and analysis of testing for different kinds of reference groups. This information 
includes two types of information: test related information and system related information. 
The former means test results, such as pass/fail information and actual measurement values 
that are produced during testing. System related information contains the resource statistics 
and the system log. The resource statistics include information about resource use which can 
be analysed by a tool for looking for bottlenecks and idle periods of different types of 
resources. The system log contains information about substantial events, such as equipment 
failure detections and illegal operations of test processes that can be analysed by a tool for 
examining system operations afterwards.

Before a test program interface is discussed, concurrency control and load balancing issues 
are considered. The problem is that the test program interface cannot be defined before it is 
known which way the core services can be accessed by the test process. There is a potential 
deadlock problem with two core services: the test resource management service (TRMS) and 
the test signal path service (TSPS). Instead, externally there is no deadlock problem among 
other core services. In addition, to accomplish convenient resource sharing and load 
balancing the TRMS service and the TSPS service have to know something more about 
resources than only actual requested resources.

6.4.2 Concurrency Control Issues

A deadlock can arise if a test program can request resources without restrictions. As an 
example, let’s think that there are two test processes (T1 and T2), and two test resources (A 
and B), and the following sequence of actions would occur. First, the test process T1 requests 
and gains the test resource A. Second, the test process T2 requests and gains the test resource 
B. Third, the test process T1 requests the test resource В but is not allowed to gain it and is 
blocked because T2 owns the requested resource. Finally, the test process T2 requests the test 
resource A but is not allowed to gain it and is also blocked because T1 owns the requested 
resource. Figure 12 shows this deadlock situation.

TESTTEST
RESOURCE ВRESOURCE A

owns owns

requests requests

TEST TEST
PROCESSPROCESS

Figure 12. A deadlock

To deal with deadlocks a technique has to be defined. This study does not use the deadlock 
detection and recovery technique because, on one hand, detection can be quite heavy activity 
and, on the other, recovery can be difficult to implement. Similarly, the deadlock avoidance 
technique is not used because avoidance algorithms may not be suitable enough for practical 
applications. Instead, deadlock prevention is selected as a general technique for avoiding 
deadlock situations.

Four approaches are discussed that can be used to attack deadlock conditions. The first 
approach of deadlock prevention technique tries to attack the mutual exclusion condition so
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that no resource is ever assigned exclusively to a single process. Unfortunately, this approach 
cannot be used since there shall be exclusive use of test resources as well as test signal paths. 
The second approach attacking the hold and wait condition is to request all resources initially. 
This is one promising approach. Instead, the third approach attacking the no pre-emption 
condition cannot be used because there are many difficulties if a test resource or a test signal 
path is forcibly taken away from a test process. The fourth approach attacks the circular wait 
condition; each resource has own unique order number and resources can be requested only in 
numerical order. However, this approach is not satisfying enough because it is impossible to 
find a sequence that would satisfy every test case.

After all, the second approach is chosen as a technique for concurrency control. The way to 
achieve the goal of this approach is that the test program requests all test resources used in 
some part of a test program before starting use of them. After the usage of test resources, the 
test program releases all its test resources. In the next phase, the test program can request 
again for a new set of test resources. The same way of action can also be used for test signal 
paths, however, if a signal path connects a test resource, it shall be allocated for the test 
program.

6.4.3 Resource Sharing and Load Balancing Issues

Resource sharing and load balancing among resources are main goals of activities of the 
TRMS service and the TSRS service. To accomplish reasonable resource sharing and load 
balancing, at least the following information shall be given for these core services:

• Characterization of the resource. What is actually needed?
• Duration of the resource use. How long will requested resources be owned by the 

test process?
• Priority of the test process. What is the urgency level of the test process?

Characterization of a resource includes all parameters needed for accomplishing proper 
decision-making of resource selection. For the TRMS service a test process shall characterize 
a test resource; this characterization can be implemented by requesting a virtual resource 
which satisfies these characteristics. The TRMS service can then map the virtual resource to a 
suitable real resource.

For the TSPS service the test process shall characterize a test signal path; this characterization 
includes definitions of end points of a connection and signal characteristics. Every test signal 
path is designed to be a point-to-point connection because otherwise there will be great 
trouble due to behavior of physical signals. Thus, the definition of end points maps to the 
definition of both end points. The signal characteristics specify quality of test signal paths 
needed for transfer physical test signals between devices. The test signal characteristics are 
analogous to the quality of service (QOS) parameters required by some telecommunication 
systems to establish the connection.

These core services should also know something about duration of the resource use to be able 
to make decisions as good as possible on resource selection. This means that the test process 
should request resources with some time information that describes the time which the use of 
resources will take. There are at least three ways to specify this time:

• No time. Only information supplied is whether a resource is requested or not.
• Estimated time. The time of the resource use is estimated and it may be based on 

experience and previous measurings.
• Measured time. The time is measured in one environment or in several various 

environments.
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Of course, the measured time is most useful and it should be used when possible. However, 
the time is not single-valued; the time may vary from one environment and condition to other 
ones since e.g. the time consumed during the resource use for requests of test signal paths can 
significantly change in various conditions. Therefore, in practice it may be useful to measure 
the time in several conditions and use the average of different measurings as well as an 
estimate the probable time use. After all, a good estimate is always better than no time at all.

The final piece of information needed by the core services is the priority of the test process. 
The priority is associated with each request, and the resources are allocated to the test process 
with the highest priority. By using priorities the speed of different tests can be controlled; 
some tests can run faster than other in the same test system. The priority used by the core 
services may be similar to or derived from the process priority or an independent number. 
However, it should be possible to change the priority level of the test easily if throughput 
needs of a UUT vary.

6.4.4 Test Program Interfaces

The most essential interfaces of the core services are test program interfaces since these 
interfaces will be most frequently used and they allow easy test program development. The 
test program interface includes the following interface primitives:

• RequestTestResources
• ReleaseTestResources
• WriteTestResource
• ReadTestResource
• RequestSignalPaths
• ReleaseSignalPaths
• ReadTestData
• WriteTestData

The RequestTestResources and ReleaseTestResource interface primitives require and release 
test resources, respectively. The virtual resource concept are used as a description of required 
test resources. Furthermore, the time of the resource use and the priority are specified when 
test resources are requested. The WriteTestResource and ReadTestResource interface 
primitives write and read test resources, respectively. An object of these operations are 
identified by an object identifier received as an answer from the RequestTestResources 
primitive. The RequestSignalPaths and ReleaseSignalPaths interface primitives require and 
release signal connections, respectively. Some signal parameters can be used as a 
characterization of test signal paths. Furthermore, the time of the signal paths use and the 
priority are specified when test signal paths are requested. The ReadTestData and 
WriteTestData interface primitives read test data from and write test data to the data store.

Every of these interface primitives can be implemented as a call for a conventional procedure 
or a object method. There may also be several interface primitive implementations for 
different programming languages and environments, and further, this interface primitive set 
can be expanded when new core services arise.
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Figure 13 shows a dynamic behavior of a test by a state machine where states present some 
operation and transitions present resource requests for the TRMS service and the TSPS 
service.

TRMS = Test Resource Management Service 
TSPS = Test Signal Path Service

Starting a test

TRMS::RequestTestResources

—TRMS::ReleaseTestResources—► Checking test criteria and 
generating test results

Setting up test resources

TSPS::RequestSignalPaths

TSPS::ReleaseSignalPaths

Generating stimulus and 
measuring responds

Figure 13. A dynamic model for a test processing with test resource and test signal path 
requests

The figure defines how a test program can behave and interact with the core services. One 
significant observation is that if the test program owns test resources (or signal paths), it 
cannot request more test resources (or signal paths) until it has released previous resources. 
This kind of design alleviates also the implementation of the core services because unwanted 
deadlocks can be easier avoided. Another observation is that the test signal paths can be 
created only for test resources that are owned by the test program. In addition, the figure 
proposes that as little computing as possible is performed when some resources are owned by 
the test program. This policy ensures that a test program utilizes resources more efficiently 
and the actual utilization rate of resources is better.

6.4.5 Application and Tool Interfaces

The core services are designed to co-operate directly with an exception manager, a test 
operator tool and a service supervisor. With other applications core services communicate 
indirectly through information storages. Tools with direct connection to the core services 
obtain more real time information as well as have more rapid influence on them.

An exception manager is designed to be an application that receives special messages which 
include information about some exception in the system. It also saves this information and 
decides proceedings of exceptions. A typical exception could be hardware or software failure 
in some part of the system. All core services can send an exception message to the exception 
manager; for example the TRCS service can send a hardware failure message to it if a real 
test resource proves to be out of order. In addition, the exception manager can receive 
messages from other applications. As an example, these could be a background process that 
periodically checks some hardware devices and informs to the exception manager if one does 
not pass the test. The exception manager can inform resource management services about 
resource failures so that these resources can be taken out of available resources.
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A test operator tool can require starting and stopping of a test process from the TCS service. 
In addition, the TIS service provides test processing data to the test operating tool.

A service supervisor is designed to be a controller application for the resource management 
services, such as the TCS service, the TRMS service and the TSPS service. The service 
supervisor can set and ask for the status of a resource, require for parameters of a resource, 
manipulate and ask for the status of a test process, and manage logging processing of 
services.

The status of a resource accessed by various applications is designed to consist of the 
following general value:

• Idle
• Used
• Locked
• OutOfOrder

which indicate if the resource is idle, used by the test program, locked, or out of order due to 
failure. The resource can be locked by some application for performing special operations, 
such as failure detection or maintenance. Resource locking can have various effect on 
behavior of the service depending on duration of the locked state. As an example, on one 
hand if duration is short, the service can maintain requests for the resource, if, on the other, 
an operation takes time, the service can reallocate other resources for requests.

TEST INFORMATION—-TEST EXECUTION CONTROL

RESOURCE STATUS, 
PARAMETERS, 
TEST STATUS

RESOURCE STATUS, 
TEST CONTROL, 

LOGGING SETTINGS

RESOURCE STATUS = OUT_OF_ORDER

EXCEPTION MESSAGESEXCEPTION
MANAGER

SERVICE
SUPERVISOR

TEST OPERATOR 
TOOL

TEST RESOURCE 
CONTROL 
SERVICE

TEST COMPUTING 
SERVICE

TEST RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 

SERVICE

TEST SIGNAL 
PATH SERVICE

TEST
INFORMATION

SERVICE

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Figure 14. Summary of external interfaces of the core services for applications and tools
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6.4.6 Information Interfaces

Information interfaces can be divided into two categories: information read by and 
information written by the core services. The core services dealing with resource management 
read sets of information about configuration of the test system as well as mapping between 
resources. A couple of core services, the TCS service and the TIS service, deal with 
information about test program sets, test parameters and test criteria. Figure 15 shows general 
picture of the configuration of the test system including main ATE resources: computers, test 
resources and signal switch equipment. Furthermore, information contains mappings between 
virtual resources and real resources as well as test signal ports of them.
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CONTROLS

BUS
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Figure 15. The Entity-Relationship model of resource related information
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Figure 16 shows information utilized by the TCS service and the TIS service. The TCS 
service reads information about the test program and by means of it the service can start the 
execution of the proper test program. The TIS service, in turn, reads test parameters and 
criteria relating to the test program.

TEST
PROGRAM SET

CONTAINS USES

TEST
PARAMETER

CRITERION

CONSISTS OF

VALUE

Figure 16. The Entity-Relationship model of the test program set (TSP) related 
information

The core services produces sets of information about test results, resource usage, and actions 
performed in the services. Figure 17 shows structure of this information. The test results are 
produced for each tested product and they can include information about passed/failed tests, 
measured test values and used criteria. For each resource can be generated a statistics by 
resource management services. The statistics of the resource can include information about 
idle and usage time during some period as well as average waiting time for a resource. Each 
of the core services produces its own log information that can be used for the maintenance of 
the system.

PRODUCT SERVICERESOURCE

TEST
RESULTS STATISTICS

Figure 17. The Entity-Relationship model for information produced by the core services
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6.5 Interfaces between Core Services

6.5.1 Independent Services

In addition to a clear set of external interfaces, the core services of the system can have some 
communication with each other. To be able to develop modular structure of the core services, 
they are designed to be as independent of each other as possible. This means that each core 
service has own independent tasks and has few requests for other core services. Modularity of 
the core services alleviate to introduce of new core services as well as the maintenance of the 
existing services.

There are two core services that can be easily separated from other core services: the test 
computing service (TCS) and test information service (TIS). Instead the test resource 
management service (TRMS) can have potential need for some interaction between both the 
test signal path service (TSPS) and test resource control service (TRCS). These two inter
service interfaces are discussed below.

6.5.2 Test Resource Management Service and Test Signal Path Service

There are natural relationship test resources and test signal paths: a test resource has a signal 
port that can be linked to somewhere via test signal path. Although it would be desirable that 
core services managing these two types of resources could be independent, there is one 
potential problem that shall be solved.

Figure 18 shows one case where this problem can occur. As an example, let’s think that a test 
program requests for a virtual resource whose characteristics can be implemented by one of 
real resources A, В or C. Because of a more convenient state of the test resource C compared 
to others, the TRMS service allocates it for the test program. Next the test program requests a 
test signal path from the test resource to a UUT. Unfortunately, there is no possible signal 
path satisfying characteristics of the path request between the test resource C and the UUT in 
this configuration. However, if the TRMS service had allocated the test resource A or B, this 
situation would have been avoided.

TEST
RESOURCE A

POSSIBLE 
TEST SIGNAL

TEST PATHS
RESOURCE В

TEST
RESOURCE C

Figure 18. An example of a potential problem due to dissimilar signal path 
configurations

Three strategies can be used for dealing with this inconvenient situation:
• Detection and recovery
• Dynamic avoidance by careful test resource allocation
• Prevention, by careful configuring of signal switching system
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When the first technique is used, the core services do not attempt to prevent a situation from 
occurring. Instead, they let it occur, the TSPS service detects when this happens, and then it 
takes some action to recover. This recovery action includes taking a resource away from the 
test program, requesting for new test resource from the TRMS service and finally requesting 
the test signal path again. This technique arises two troubles: pre-emption of the test program 
and problem repetition. First, in general case, the test resource cannot be taken away from the 
test program. Second, there is no certainty that a new test resource can be allocated so that the 
same problem does not occur.

The avoidance technique requires that the TRMS service is able to decide whether granting 
the test resource is safe or not, and only make the allocation which is safe. To be able to 
perform dynamic avoidance, the TRMS service shall know both future use of the test resource 
and the configuration of the signal paths in the test system. The future use of the test resource 
would contain information about all test signal paths that will be required by the test program 
linking this test resource. Unfortunately, this leads to a very complicated allocation algorithm 
for the test resources, and further to performance problems.

Finally, the prevention technique proposes that the configuration of the signal switch system 
is so complete that regardless of the allocated test resource, the TSPS service is capable to 
create the requested signal paths. This requires that if some virtual resource can be connected 
to somewhere, each of real resources mapping to the virtual resource has at least the signal 
paths to there. Although in the general case this kind of completeness is not easy to verify, 
anyway it can be done. In addition to prevent the occurrence of the problem, as an a result of 
this technique the performance of the test system can be higher because all available test 
resources can be utilized for all test programs.

The prevention technique is selected for dealing with the problem. There are many 
advantages. One advantage is simplicity of the core services; this technique does not require 
any communication between the TRMS service and the TSPS service. Thus the core services 
can do decisions for resource allocation independently and also more efficiently. An another 
advantage is the possibility of the maximal use of existing test resources.

6.5.3 Test Resource Management Service and Test Resource Control Service

An another potential interface can exist between the test resource management service 
(TRMS) and test resource control service (TRCS); the TRMS service can inform to the TRCS 
service which real resources are allocated for virtual resources and deallocated virtual 
resources. By means of this communication the TRCS service knows which real resources 
shall be controlled if the test program uses some virtual resource. In addition to forming 
mappings from virtual resources to real resources, the TRCS service can use this information 
for checking correctness of operation required by the test program. Thus the test program 
cannot operate via the virtual resource that is not successfully allocated for this test program 
or is already deallocated.
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6.6 Processes and Services

6.6.1 Introduction

One design issue underlying distributed systems is the definition of the processes in the 
system. Thus logical modules of distributed software are mapped into a set of actual 
processes. For any system, there are many ways to partition the logical modules in the system 
into a set of processes. The objectives of the definition of the processes should support the 
following design goals:

• Minimization of completion time
• Achieving load balance
• Maximizing reliability
• Improving capability for system growth

Three typical examples of these objectives are exploiting potential concurrency, minimizing 
interprocess communication, and limiting the size of processes.

In this section I design how the main software of the system, the test programs and the core 
services, are partitioned into a set of processes. First I describe what kind of roles these 
software modules take and then I give more detail picture of test processes. Partitioning of 
servers into several processes is proposed in the next chapter where design issues of the core 
services are discussed.

6.6.2 Partitioning Software into Clients and Servers

The essential part of software of the designed test system contains the core services and the 
test programs that utilize these services. These software modules have different roles: client 
and server roles. A process having a client role requests services provided by servers. The 
servers are the dedicated processes which can be centralized or distributed across multiple 
hosts.

One design issue is to decide roles of the different core services: is the core service a discrete 
process, a server, or only a part of the test program. Three core services, called resource 
management services: the TCS service, the TRMS service and the TSPS service, maintain 
load information of resources and uses this information for deciding the proper resource 
allocation. Because of this maintenance tasks it is inconvenient to partition these services into 
every test process. Thus, a main part of each resource management service is designed to be 
implemented as the server process which takes care of actual resource management and 
provides management services for several clients. This kind of process is called a manager. 
However, the remaining part of each resource management service, a service stub, is designed 
to be a part of the client process.

The purpose of the service stub is provide easy interface for the resource management service 
and perform operations that are not necessary to be implemented in the manager part. The 
client accesses the service stub in the same way as it would access a local service procedure. 
The service stub converts the call into a message which is sent over the network to the 
destination site. There, it is received by the manager which executes the service and returns 
the result to the service stub. The service stub then returns the results in the same way as the 
local service procedure would do.

Two other core services, the TRCS service and TIS service, have no need for maintenance of 
global information and therefore they can be wholly dedicated as a part of the test process.
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Figure 19 shows client-server communication among three managers, test processes including 
manager stubs and two services, and test operator tools. Test operator tools are clients 
requesting test starting or stopping from the test computing manager which can create or kill 
test processes, respectively. Test processes can request allocation or freeing of test resources 
from the test resource manager. Similarly, they can request allocation or freeing of test signal 
paths from the test signal path manager. All processes shown in the figure can be distributed 
across multiple physical computers.
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TEST
OPERATOR
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TEST
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A REQUEST FOR TEST RESOURCES

A REQUEST FOR TEST SIGNAL PATHS

Figure 19. Clients and Servers. Test operator tools (clients) request the test computing 
manager (server) and the test processes (clients) request the test resource manager 
(server) and the test signal path manager (server).

Although centralized manager processes may seem to be suitable for performing their tasks, 
there are at least two reasons for changing their structure: performance and fault tolerance. A 
centralized manager can be a bottleneck if there simultaneously exist great number of client 
processes in one system. In addition, the system based on the centralized managers is not very 
reliable because the halt of one manager can stop the whole system. These issues are 
discussed in the next chapter where each core service is designed in more detail.

6.6.3 The Structure of a Test Process

Figure 20 shows the process structure of the system including the core services and one test 
program. As discussed above, the TRMS service and the TSPS service are divided into two 
parts: a manager and a service stub. The TRMS Stub and TSPS Stub communicate with the 
TRM and TSPM managers, respectively. The service stubs do more than just transform a 
local call into a remote call. In fact, they are the centerpiece of the whole communication 
mechanism. The service stubs perform the initialization and administration of the 
communication, and announce services over the network. In addition, the service stubs can
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perform some set of the tasks of the entire service; tasks that have no need for information 
about other client processes. This diminishes the tasks of the manager and makes it function 
more efficiently.

О PROCESS

◄—► COMMUNICATION

□ INTERNAL MODULE

TEST
PROGRAM

TSRS
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TRMS
Stub

TIS TRCS

TRMS = TEST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SERVICE (=TRM+TRMS Stub)
TRM = TEST RESOURCE MANAGER
TSRS = TEST SIGNAL PATH SERVICE (=TSPM+TSPS Stub)
TSPM = TEST SIGNAL PATH MANAGER 
TACS = TEST RESOURCE CONTROL SERVICE 
TIS = TEST INFORMATION SERVICE 
BCS = BUS CONTROL SYSTEM 
DBMS = DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 20. The structure of the test process; Partitioning of services and communication 
from the test process to the managers and the general services

The test resource control service (TRCS) and the test information service (TIS) are wholly 
dedicated as a part of each test process. There is little information exchange between the 
TRMS Stub and TRCS; the TRMS Stub informs which test resources are allocated or 
deallocated at a certain moment as discussed in section “Interfaces between Core Services”. 
Because this information transfer is accomplished between two internal modules of the test 
process, there is no network communication overhead. For carrying out real resource control 
the TRCS utilizes one external module, the bus control system (BCS), which takes care of the 
control of a bus and can communicate with real resources via it. Similarly, the TIS utilizes 
another external module, the data base management system (DBMS), and furthermore, the 
TIS can send messages to external applications, such as the test operator tool.

The service stubs and the TIS and TRMS services provide the service interface of all core 
services for the test program. In addition to the test program, a run-time module is needed for 
constructing the executable test process. The run-time module can include necessary static 
and dynamic linked libraries, and if the test program is not compiled, an interpreter which can 
interpret and execute commands in the test program.
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7. Design of Core Services

7.1 Introduction

This chapter includes the description of the core services of the designed test system. These 
core services can be divided into two classes: resource management services and interface 
services. The resource management services manage the usage of different types of resources 
such as computing resources, test resources and signal path resources. These services consist 
of the test computing service (TCS), the test resource management service (TRMS) and the 
test signal path service (TSPS) which share these resources for test processes running on the 
test system. All these services make use of static or dynamic information about states of 
managed resources for allocating them to the test processes. Managed resources of these 
services can be divided into two types: multi-user resources and exclusive resources. Multi
user resources, such as the computing resources, can be simultaneously utilized by many test 
processes. Whereas, exclusive resources, such as the test resources and the signal path 
resources, must be owned only by one test process at a time.

The interface services consist of the test resource control service (TRCS) and the test 
information service (TIS). These services do not carry out any resource management and 
therefore they need no information about states of resources. Instead, these services provide 
an interface for the test processes to communicate with external objects such as the test 
resources and data storages. These services take care of the communication between the test 
process and these external objects and may make use of some general services such as bus 
control systems and database management systems.

Other core services, such as the UUT control service, are not discussed because these services 
are generally very application dependent. However, the UUT control service can make use of 
the same design ideas as the TRCS service.

7.2 Test Computing Service

7.2.1 General Description

Load sharing among the computers is a technique to improve the performance of distributed 
systems by distributing the system workload from heavily loaded computer nodes, where 
service is poor, to lightly loaded computer nodes in the system. The test computing service 
(TCS) uses this technique to distribute the test processes across multiple computers that are 
connected to the network. As a result the TCS service can improve performance and 
accessibility to the remote resources.

The TCS service provides no interface for the test process itself but the test process can be 
started and stopped by this service. Actually, the TCS service provides the interface for the 
test operator tool that can require the TCS service to manage the execution of the test process; 
to start or to stop the execution. The TCS service can decide where the test process is 
executing at a given moment and be capable to interrupt the execution if a demand arises.

There is a lot of literature published on this topic and also many solutions to implement load 
balancing in the distributed system are available. The design decisions needed to realize the 
TCS service are discussed below. In addition, the two basic load sharing policies: static and 
adaptive are presented.
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7.2.2 Design Decisions

A number of design decisions shall be made before the TCS service can be implemented. 
Actually, one design decision has already been made when the TCS service resides entirely at 
the user level, transparent to both the operating system and the applications. Thus, the TCS 
service is portable to a variety of system platforms.

A second design decision was whether to support task migration or not. If task migration was 
used then the TCS service could balance the workload of the system by moving the test 
processes from one computer to another. The first job of the task migration process is to 
determine which test processes should be moved to meet balancing requirements. In addition 
to selecting which test processes to move, the TCS service should also provide mechanisms 
for actually moving those test processes from one computer to another. Test process 
movement must preserve the integrity of a test process’s state, including any incoming 
messages in communication channels. The design decision is that task migration is not 
supported. Instead, the remote execution is only supported at the test initiation time. This 
means that the test process is executed in the same computer from its start to finish. This 
restriction makes it possible for the test processes to be executed remotely, and to produce an 
efficient implementation without changing the system kernel. Despite of this, however, the 
dynamic migration of the test processes would considerably increase operation overhead of 
the TCS service with no significant benefits.

A third design decision was whether to support checkpointing or not. Checkpoints could be 
used to save the test process’s state and restart the test process if needed. Checkpointing can 
be used to implement task migration when a software or hardware failure arises in the 
computer. In practice because time between computer failures compared with the test process 
duration is relatively short, there is no good reason for complex checkpointing. Thus, it was 
decided that the TCS service provides no mechanisms to create and maintain checkpoints.

Load sharing policies may be either static or adaptive (Dandamudi 1995). Static policies only 
use information about the average system behaviour while the adaptive policies use the 
current or recent system state information. The main advantage of the static policies is their 
simplicity since there is no need to collect system state information. The disadvantage of 
these policies is that they cannot respond to changes in system state and thus the performance 
improvement is limited. Adaptive policies, on the other hand, react to the system state 
changes dynamically and therefore provide substantial performance improvements over the 
static policies. However, this additional performance benefit is obtained at a cost - the cost of 
collecting and maintaining the system state information. Both load sharing policies are 
discussed below and the basic architectures of software realizing these approaches are 
considered.

7.2.3 Static Load Sharing

The static load sharing policy uses static information as a base for the TCS service decision
making. This static information can consist of relations that bind the test processes testing 
some UUT to the specific node. By means of this static information the TCS service can 
easily determine the node on which the test process should run when its started. In addition, 
this static information can be expanded to support simple fault-tolerance; one or more 
auxiliary nodes can be defined for each node which can be used if the primary node is out of 
order. For instance, the TCS service can use the time-out mechanism for detecting a node 
with a failure and then recover by trying an alternative node.
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Two important components of the TCS service based on the static policy are test placement 
and remote execution. Test placement decides using the static information where the test 
process is executed and remote execution takes care of local or remote execution of the test 
process. The test computing manager (TCM) is designed to make only the test placement 
decision; whereas the remote execution is designed to be supported by the distributed 
operating platform. Actually, e.g. many distributed operating systems support transparent 
process creation and termination among all nodes in the network. However, if the distributed 
operating platform does not support the remote execution of tasks, then a separate manager 
can be used for this purpose. Shoja et al. (1988) described in their paper a fault-tolerant 
distributed processing facility, called the remote execution manager (REM) which provides 
the mechanisms by which processes can create, communicate with, and terminate child 
processes on remote computer.

The REM system is composed of two parts, the REM servers which reside on each of the 
machines, and a header file and an object code which can be included and linked with the 
TCM manager. The TCS service can take advantage of the REM system combined with the 
TCM manager; the REM system provides remote execution services for the TCM manager 
which makes the test placement decision and requests the REM system for actual execution. 
Basically, the TCS service could be implemented by either a centralized or a distributed 
architecture. However, in this case a distributed implementation is rather simple because the 
TCM managers can use the same static information without no need for communication. 
Figure 21 shows an architecture where the TCM managers and the REM managers are 
distributed across the network of computers.
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Figure 21. An architecture of the TCS service consisting of the distributed TCM ant 
REM managers

In this architecture both the TCM manager and the REM manager reside on each of the 
computers and both managers run in the background. The TCM manager is contacted when 
the test operator tool issues the test start or termination request. The TCM manager knows 
where to start the test process or from where it shall be terminated, and calls the REM 
manager to perform the actual operation. If the test process is executed locally, the REM
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manager can directly perform the operation. Otherwise, the REM manager requests the 
remote REM manager for starting or termination of the test process.

7.2.4 Adaptive Load Sharing

Two important components of an adaptive policy are a transfer policy and a location policy 
(Dandamuli 1995). The transfer policy determines whether a test process is processed locally 
or remotely and the location policy determines the node to which a test process selected for 
possible remote execution should be sent. Typically, transfer policies use some kind of load 
index threshold to determine whether the node is heavily loaded or not. Several load indices 
such as CPU queue length, time averaged CPU length, CPU utilization, the amount of 
available memory etc. have been proposed or used.

The adaptive policies can employ either a centralized or a distributed location policy 
(Dandamuli 1995). In the centralized policy, state information is collected by a single node 
and other nodes would have to consult this node for advice on the system state. In the 
distributed policy, system state information is distributed to all nodes in the system. The 
centralized policy has the obvious disadvantage of diminished fault-tolerance and the 
potential for performance bottleneck for reasonable large distributed systems. The use of the 
centralized policy is often limited to a cluster of nodes in a large distributed system and 
therefore a centralized policy could be sufficient if load sharing is employed in one ATE 
cluster. The distributed control eliminates these disadvantages associated with the centralized 
policy and a test system with the distributed control could also take advantage of computing 
resources locating outside an ATE cluster. However, the distributed policy may cause 
performance problems as the state information may have to be transmitted to all nodes in the 
system.

In the adaptive load sharing approach the TCS service can also be divided into two 
components: the test computing manager (TCM) and the remote execution manager (REM). 
However, now the TCM manager does not use static information but it has to collect and 
maintain dynamic load information of computers. In addition, if distributed managers are 
used, the TCM manager shall exchange load information with its peers on other computers. 
There is a number of possibilities for making load information available for the test 
placement algorithm of the TCM manager. One approach is that upon receiving a request for 
the test process execution the TCM manager may query a few peers and select an acceptable 
host. Alternatively, load information may be exchanged periodically among the TCM 
managers in the test system. A basic architecture of the distributed TCS service can the same 
as proposed in the static load sharing case. In addition, the TCM managers must directly 
communicate with each other to be capable to make proper test placement decisions in the 
test system.
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7.3 Test Resource Management Service

7.3.1 General Description

As the resource management layer of the ABBET described above, the test resource 
management service (TRMS) provides an object-oriented view of test resources that provides 
standard interface to test resources regardless of the specific bus and control protocol of the 
instrument. This again enhances portability of application and test programs. The TRMS 
service provides resource allocation capabilities based on resource models that define 
resource performance characteristics and how to elicit them. The TRMS service provides the 
binding between the abstract description of stimulus and response and the actual resources 
required to perform them. This flexibility allows test programs to be dynamically mapped 
based on the current state of the test system. This provides maximum availability of the ATE 
assets.

The general task of the TRMS service is to manage the test resources in some ATE cluster 
configuration. The main tasks of the TRMS service are to allocate and deallocate test 
resources for several test processes that use the RequestTestResources and 
ReleaseTestResources interface primitives, respectively. The resource allocation of the 
TRMS service comprises two key functions: 1) determining test resources needed by a test 
process and 2) choosing the best test resources from among all candidate test resources 
providing the required characteristics and allocating them. The first function uses relatively 
static information about the configuration of the test system. The second function requires 
dynamic information about the loading conditions of the test resources. Deallocation of the 
test resources releases them and allows other test processes to reserve them.

During initialization of the TRMS service, information about real resources configured in the 
ATE cluster is collected. In addition, information about mappings both from virtual resources 
to real resource classes and from real resource classes to real resources is read. This 
information can be global: i.e. it is ATE cluster independent and similar to all TRMS services 
in the whole system. Generally, the virtual resource concept is used to support the cost- 
effective rehosting of a TPS to a new ATE. In this study the virtual resource concept is also 
used to allow the TRMS service to allocate a real resource from a wider range of the real 
resources. This has been achieved: both more portable test programs and more effective use 
of the real resources in some ATE configuration.

The TRMS service maintains also information that consists of resource queues, which are 
queues for the real resources, and the status information of the real resources. Each real 
resource can have only one user process, other processes having selected to use a certain 
resource are waiting for it in its resource queue. The length of the resource queue is actually 
the sum of time values which the waiting processes have set in the service request, and it 
describes the load of a certain resource. The length of the resource queue, and therefore the 
load of the real resource, is changing when the real resources are allocated or deallocated for 
the test processes. The status information indicates if the certain real resource is idle, in use, 
locked or out of order. This status information is not only used internally by the TRMS 
service but also external applications can request the status of the real resource. The status of 
the real resources can also be set by external applications. Having run time the TRMS service 
utilizes the load information for deciding which real resources are actually allocated for the 
requested virtual resources.

The main interface of the TRMS service is an interface for the test processes; actually one 
part of the test program interface. When the test process requests the virtual resources
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(RequestTestResources), an answer is not returned until all selected real resources are 
available for it. In general, this requires that the test process waits for some real resources 
which are reserved by other test processes. When all real resources used by the test process 
are released (ReleaseTestResources), the TRMS service checks if a condition exists where all 
real resources are available for some test process and responds to it.

Application interfaces deal with offering information about internal states of the TRMS 
service, such as real resources and test processes. For instance, information about the status 
and the load of the real resource, or the real resources owned by the test process can be 
provided to the application. In addition, the application can change the status of the certain 
real resource or remove the test process from the TRMS service.

In addition to fetching the configuration and global information of the virtual resources and 
the real resources, the TRMS service produces the service log and the statistics of real 
resources. The service log contains information about the completed operations of the TRMS 
service for the service maintenance. The statistics of the real resources are generated during 
the run time. The length of the resource queue can be periodically sampled and stored into the 
data store. However, this may lead to the amount of data being too large, and therefore 
average queue length based on some time period may be more reasonable output data.

7.3.2 Design Issues

A number of design decisions can be made for the TRMS service and some important issues 
are discussed here. First, I decided to implement the TRMS service as a dynamic and 
automatic service. Pestaña (1995) considered three resource management solutions:

• Static and Automatic. Resource allocation is done in the compilation time.
• Static and Manual. Resource allocation is done by Test Programmer.
• Dynamic and Automatic. Resource allocation is done during run-time.

Static resource allocation is very complex, time-consuming and inflexible solution in the test 
system where several parallel test processes are executed. Instead, the dynamic and automatic 
allocation provides a high degree of flexibility and allows portable test programs to be 
developed.

Pestaña (1995) also proposed four resource management rules:
1. The resource manager serves the requests on a First Come - First Serve basis 
(Serialized work).
2. The requesting processes must implement a time-out mechanism to escape from 
resource management and have retry mechanisms.
3. Processes should be able to test resource status.
4. Semaphore implementation on the testing processes is desirable.

The first rule concerns one scheduling algorithm: how test resources are scheduled for the test 
process. The First Come First Served algorithm and other scheduling algorithms are discussed 
in the next section. These rest rules propose that the test processes have more possibilities to 
affect resource management than has been designed. The TRMS service provides only two 
primitives for the test program: resource allocation and deallocation primitives, and actual 
resource allocation is transparent for the test program. This alleviates development of the test 
programs and enables the safe and fair allocation of the test resources.

One of my design decisions is to attack the hold and wait condition. This means that the test 
process has to request all test resources before it can use them and release all test resources 
before it can request new test resources. Generally, there are several test resources that shall
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be used at the same time, and therefore several test resources are also requested by one 
request. Requests for multiple resources may cause problems such as deadlocks and 
inefficient use of resources. In order to remove or even alleviate these problems the 
scheduling algorithm shall be altered a little. These issues are discussed below.

To solve the problem of the management of the test resources requiring better performance 
than the centralized TRM manager can provide, I propose some ways by concurrency and 
distribution below. As well, the centralized manager can have low reliability and availability 
because of hardware or software failures. Therefore, I discuss also fault tolerance issues in 
section “Concurrency and Distribution” below.

7.3.3 Scheduling Algorithms

The scheduling algorithm is the algorithm which is used by the TRMS to decide which test 
process gains the test resource first. The TRMS service uses nonpreemptive scheduling since 
the test resources cannot be taken away from the test process, rather it runs to completion in 
some section and then releases the allocated test resources. Three nonpreemptive scheduling 
algorithms discussed here are as follow (Silberschatz and Peterson, 1988):

• First-Come-First-Served (FCFS)
• Shortest-Job-First
• Priority Scheduling

The simplest scheduling algorithm is First-Come-First-Served. That is, the test process which 
requests the virtual resource first is allocated the real resource first. A First-In-First-Out 
(FIFO) queue can be used for easy implementation of the FCFS algorithm. A second 
algorithm is Shortest-Job-First (SJF). When the real resource is available, it is assigned to the 
test process with the smallest request time. If two test programs have the same request time, 
FCFS is used. The priority scheduling algorithm is generalization of the SJF algorithm. Each 
test process is assigned a priority, and the test process with highest priority is allowed to gain 
the real resource.

The SJF algorithm is more optimal than the FCFS algorithm; it gives the minimum average 
waiting time for a given set of test processes. However, minimization of waiting time, as well 
as turnaround time or response time, is not important performance criteria in the case of the 
TRMS service. Instead, it is desirable to maximize real resource utilization and improve 
overall throughput; the number of the test processes that are completed per time unit. In 
addition, the scheduling algorithm should enable the different test processes to run with 
different priorities. Therefore, the priority scheduling algorithm is discussed.

A major problem with the priority scheduling algorithms is starvation. The test process 
lacking one or more test resources can be considered as blocked, waiting for one or more real 
resources. The priority scheduling algorithm can leave some low-priority test processes 
waiting indefinitely for the real resource. In a heavily loaded test system, the steady stream of 
higher-priority test processes can prevent the low-priority test process from ever getting the 
real resource. In order to avoid starvation, the priority of the test processes that wait in the 
system for a long time can be gradually increased. Priority increment can happen periodically 
at fixed intervals or every time when the new test process gains the real resource. Eventually, 
each test process would have the highest priority in the system and would gain the real 
resource.
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7.3.4 Management of Requests for Multiple Resources

There can arise two potential problems due to requests for multiple resources:
• Deadlock. A careless allocation way may lead to the situation where the test 

processes wait for each other to release the test resources.
• Inefficient resource use. The careless allocation of multiple resources can cause 

the resource use problems.

Deadlocks can be avoided by attacking the hold and wait condition, but however, if allocation 
of multiple resources are not performed carefully, a deadlock can arise. Deadlock can arise if 
the real resources are allocated for the test processes in the wrong way. Figure 22 shows an 
example of a potential deadlock. Eventually, at least test processes 1 and 2 are deadlocked. 
The problem results from unsuitable allocation of the test resources. Fortunately, this 
situation can be easily avoided by taking advantage of the FCFS policy in each priority level 
of the resource queue. Then each priority level can be implemented as a FIFO queue. This 
approach ensures that no two test processes can be deadlocked although multiple resources 
are allocated for both of them.

REAL REAL
RESOURCE A RESOURCE В

TP 2
TP 1

TP 2
TP 1 TP = TEST PROCESS

resource queue resource queue

Figure 22. An upcoming deadlock situation because of the wrong resource allocation

A second potential problem is the inefficient resource use which can also be caused by the 
careless allocation of multiple resources. Figure 23 shows a situation where two test 
processes 1 and 2 request real resources. Test process 1 needs the real resources A and В and 
test process 2 requires the real resource A. First, the test process 1 requests two virtual 
resources that can be realized by the real resources A and B. The TRMS service checks the 
queues of these real resources and selects the shortest queues for the test process 1. Second, 
the test process 2 requests one virtual resource that can be realized by the real resource A. 
The TRMS service checks the queue of the real resources A and selects the shortest one for 
the test process 2. Now, however, the test process 2 cannot gain the real resource A until the 
test process 1 achieves and releases the real resource B. In fact, there exists time hole after the 
test process 1 in the queue of the real resource A. This time gap is a source of inefficient 
resource use.
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Figure 23. A situation which impairs the efficiency of the resource usage

An approach to solve this problem is to utilize a different queue selection criterion. Instead of 
the shortest queues, the TRMS service could select the queues whose lengths are 
approximately the same. In the previous example, the TRMS service could have selected the 
other instance of the real resource A (on the right side in the figure) since the length of its 
queue is almost equal to the length of the real resource B. However, there are at least two 
problems. First, there may be often situations where no queues are of equal length. Second, it 
may require heavy work to find out the most optimal queue selection from among several 
resource queues. Thus, I propose another approach to the problem.

An alternative approach is to use an additional algorithm that is called a balancing algorithm. 
In the beginning the TRMS service checks the resource queues, selects the shortest ones and 
inserts the test process into them. When the test process gains the first of these real resources, 
the balancing algorithm moves all other requests in the other queues into the highest priority 
level called top priority. The top priority level can be achieved only this way, and if the FIFO 
queue is used, this approach does not lead to a deadlock. This approach enables the test 
process to gain all requested test resources as soon as possible when the first test resource is 
achieved, and thus, resource use is more efficient. In addition, both the resource searching 
algorithm and the balancing algorithm are easy to implement.

7.3.5 Concurrency and Distribution

There is two main approaches to implement the functionality of the TRMS service:
• Centralized approach
• Distributed approach

The centralized approach uses one centralized process called the test resource manager 
(TRM) to maintain dynamic load information and manage resource allocations. The main 
problem with this scheme is that the TRM manager may become a performance bottleneck 
since all requests for test resources are managed by one process. Another problem with this 
scheme is low reliability; the failure of a site where the TRM manager lies can effectively 
halt the test operation of the whole test system. Because of these drawbacks the following 
issues are discussed:

• Threads and the TRM manager. The tasks of the centralized TRM manager is 
processed by several threads.

• TRM Manager Replication. Dynamic information is copied to the replicated 
manager which can undertake the management role if a need arises.
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• TRM Manager Distribution. The functionality of the centralized TRM manager is 
distributed across multiple TRM managers.

Performance bottlenecks can be alleviated by designing the centralized TRM manager to 
process requests concurrently, using multiple threads (lightweight processes). When a new 
request comes in to the TRM manager, the manager creates a new thread on-the-fly to service 
the request. Ensuring the correct resource allocation requires that mutual locks are used to 
protect the access to the critical sections. The critical sections include the access to the status 
of real resources such as the length of the queue as well as inserting items into and removing 
items from the queue. Deadlocks can be avoided by attacking the circular wait condition; i.e. 
resources are locked in a defined order. The order is not a problem because in the 
initialization phase one order can be selected and later all threads use it. Thus, by means of 
concurrent threads the performance of the TRM manager can be improved quite easily and 
without much processing overhead.

Although the threads can alleviate the performance bottleneck, computer failure remains 
problematic. One approach to alleviate reliability problems is to make a copy of the TRM 
manager so that there exists one primary manager that does the actual processing and the 
secondary manager that exists as a backup in the other site. Dynamic information is copied 
from the primary manager to the secondary manager that has the same dynamic view of the 
allocation of the test resources as the primary manager. In this approach requests from the test 
process are copied to a secondary manager that receives and processes requests but no real 
reply is sent. If the primary manager failed, the system would take advantage of the secondary 
manager which would then function as the primary manager and could create a new 
secondary manager as shown in Figure 24. Since the secondary manager has the same 
allocation state as the primary manager, the swap of managers can be performed rapidly and 
transparently. If the secondary manager failed, the primary manager could create a new 
secondary manager. Coping of requests can be done in the TRMS stub that can also detect the 
failure of the TRM managers by e.g. time-out and retransmission mechanisms. The replicated 
TRM manager increases reliability and availability of the TRMS service. One drawback is 
increased network traffic since every request is copied to two sites. In addition, there shall be 
mechanisms to detect the manager failure and change to use the other manager as well as 
create a new backup manager.
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Figure 24. Existing TRM managers before and after a failure of the primary TRM 
manager
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Both performance and reliability can be achieved by using a physically distributed collection 
of the TRM manager processes. Each manager process can manage only a part of or all real 
resources existing in the configuration of an ATE cluster. Partitioning of the real resources 
minimizing communication between managers is a big problem. However, at least all real 
resources belonging to a real resource class should be in the same manager. Another problem 
is routing requests from a client to the proper manager or from one manager to another. If 
several manager manages the same real resources, the maintenance of the consistent 
allocation state requires much communication between managers which can decrease test 
system performance.

7A Test Signal Path Service

7.4.1 General Description

The test signal path service (TSPS) provides test signal connections with various signal 
quality and characteristics between equipment in the test system. All test signal paths are 
proposed to be end-to-end and point-to-point connections: a client defines only two endpoints 
and the characteristics of a signal, and the TSPS service creates physical connection between 
these two points. The TSPS service offers its service for several concurrent test processes and 
therefore it also manages the use of the switch equipment in the configuration of an ATE 
cluster. The main task of the TSPS service are to allocate and deallocate test signal paths for 
several test processes that use the RequestSignalPaths and ReleaseSignalPaths interface 
primitives, respectively. The signal path creation in the TRMS service comprises two key 
functions: 1) choosing the best path among all candidate paths providing the required 
characteristics and allocating the shared resources of the path, and 2) controlling real switch 
equipment to establish physical connections. The first function requires dynamic information 
about the loading conditions of the shared resources that form the signal paths. The second 
function takes advantage of services provided by the bus controllers and it can be performed 
safety when the first function is done. Signal path removal is the opposite operation: First, 
physical connections is cleared, and then the shared resources in the memory are deallocated. 
Figure 25 shows two main modules performing two key functions and their relationships.

Switch Control

Allocation
Management

Clients< request

control switch 
elements

swHchelemTnts *Bus Controllers

Figure 25. Two main modules and relationships of the TSPS service

Signal switches are important components in any automated test system, for they switch 
power and excitation signals to a UUT; they also connect the UUT’s output signals to a test 
system’s measuring instruments. The system designed in this study allows also signal 
connections from a connector of one test resource to a connector of another one as well as 
connections between any two test points of the UUT. Although test signal connections can be
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implemented by very different kinds of hardware, this study concentrates to utilize different 
kinds of multiplexers and matrices that are widely available in the market by several vendors. 
Figure 26 a) shows a model of a switch element with N input lines and M output lines. A 
multiplexer is a special case of a matrix which has only one input line (N = 1). I define two 
commands for all switch elements:

• close(x, y) creates a link from the input line x to the output line y.
• open(x, y) removes a link between the input line x and the output line y.

These two commands can be converted to actual commands of a real switch element by using 
switch element drivers of the switch control part. Each switch element of the test system has 
its own driver which converts generic commands (close or open) to specific switch element 
dependent commands and carries out switchings using the bus controller.

Several switch elements can be connected to each other to form a network of switch elements 
which is capable to provide larger number of signal paths as shown in Figure 26 b). Switch 
elements in the network can be of several types with different switching characteristics. Most 
switches used in the automated test station are mechanical devices, so they cannot be assumed 
to be perfect. They add resistance to a circuit, they take time to switch on and off, and they 
degrade with time and use. The TSPS service must be capable to handle switch elements with 
also these characteristics to be able to create the proper signal paths for the test processes.

Figure 26. A model of a switch element and a network of switch elements

Because several signal paths may probably use the same switch element, the shared resources 
of the switch element shall be defined so that these resources can be protected and mutually 
accessed by one test process. The entire switch element could be one shared resource but then 
a lot of switching capacity may be lost since there can simultaneously exist multiple 
connections in one matrix element. Instead, each line is proposed to be a shared resource 
which the TSPS service manages. Each line is associated with a resource queue as was each 
real resource in the TRMS service. A test signal path can go through multiple switch elements 
and the management of this system is the main task of the TSPS service. Actually, the TSPS 
service maintains dynamic information about resource queues which are waiting queues for 
lines of which the test signal paths consist. Each line being a shared resource can belong to 
only one test signal path at a time and other processes selected to use a path using this line are 
queueing for it. The length of the resource queue is calculated from the time of the requests of 
the waiting processes and it describes the load of the path. The length of the resource queue is 
changing when the paths are allocated or deallocated for the test processes. At run time the
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TSPS service utilizes dynamic information for the deciding which test signal paths are 
actually allocated for the requested test signal paths.

The main interface of the TSPS service is used by test processes. When the test process 
requests the test signal paths (RequestSignalPaths), an answer is not returned until all lines of 
the selected paths are available for it. In general, this requires that the test process waits for 
releasing of some lines which are used by other test processes. When all lines used by the test 
process are released (ReleaseSignalPaths), the TSPS service checks if a condition exists 
where all lines of a collection of the paths are available for some test process and responds to 
it if possible.

Application interfaces deal with offering information about internal states of the TSPS 
service, such as the switch elements, the test signal paths and the test processes. For instance, 
information about the status and the load of the switch element, or the signal paths owned by 
the test process can be provided to the application. In addition, the application can change the 
status of a certain switch element or remove a certain test process from the TSPS service.

Static configuration information is established in the initialization phase of the TSPS service. 
In the beginning the TRMS service fetches information about the switch elements and the 
possible test signal paths configured in the ATE cluster that it manages. In addition, it reads 
information about mappings from close/open commands to commands of the real switch 
elements. This information can be global: i.e. it is ATE cluster independent and similar to all 
TSPS services in the whole system. In addition to fetching the configuration and global 
information of the switch elements and the signal paths, the TSPS service produces the 
service log and the statistics of signal paths and switch elements. The service log contains 
information about the completed operations of the TSPS service for the service maintenance. 
The statistics of the switch elements and the signal paths are generated during the run time. 
The length of the resource queue can be periodically sampled and stored into the data store.

7.4.2 Design Issues

From the resource management point of view the functionality of the TSPS service is quite 
similar to the functionality of the TRMS service. Similarly, I decided to use the dynamic and 
automatic allocation of the test signal paths as well as attack the hold and wait condition to 
prevent deadlocks. This means that the test process can dynamically request the test signal 
paths and the request shall contain all paths needed in some section. The TSPS service 
performs its operations and returns the results to the test process which can then take 
advantage of these signal paths, release them, and then may request for new paths.

As with the TRMS service, the TSPS service can make use of the same priority scheduling 
and balancing algorithm to manage the request for multiple test signal paths. This means that 
the test process with highest priority can gain first the test signal paths but, for the sake of 
efficient resource usage, the balancing algorithm can upgrade the priority of the test process. 
This will happen when the first resource for some requested test signal path will be achieved; 
the balancing algorithm increases all occurrences of the test process to the top priority in the 
resource queues.

In addition, the concurrency and distribution issues of the TSPS service are very similar to the 
TRMS service. The test signal path manager (TSPM) can be used as a centralized server 
which provides signal switching services to several concurrent clients. The performance of 
the TSPM manager can be increased by means of operating requests by several concurrent 
threads. Additionally, the TSPM manager can be replicated or distributed to improve 
reliability and availability.
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However, the TSPS service has more possibilities to search the test signal paths from a set of 
switching resources than the TRMS service. Below I consider two approaches that can be 
used to search test signal paths for several test processes: network based path searching and 
preplanned approaches. The former approach considers the path searching problem as 
searching the best paths among nodes and vertices. The latter approach takes advantage of 
some preplanned paths and selects the best paths among them. The following requirements 
can be set for the path searching and selection algorithm of the TSPS service:

1. Signal quality. The TSPS service should be capable to find the path from the 
source point to the destination point that meets the signal quality requirements 
requested by the test process.

2. Multiple paths. The TSPS service should be capable to find multiple paths 
requested by the test process.

3. Minimal waiting time. The TSPS service should search the paths that are available 
as soon as possible.

4. Minimal resource use. The TSPS service should search the paths that make use of 
as few equipment as possible.

Two former requirements means that proper test signal paths are really found, and two latter 
requirements consider two optimization matters: time and equipment resource. The TSPS 
service has to balance between time and resource use: on one hand, the test process is not 
allowed to wait unnecessary long and, on the other hand, too extensive routing can bind too 
many resources and prevent many other test processes to gain the test signal paths.

7.4.3 Network Based Path Searching

This path searching approach takes advantage of the network model for describing resources 
of the switch element network. The task of the TSPS service is to search routes through the 
resource network where resources have various queue lengths and characteristics. The 
resource network can be represented as a graph including nodes and edges. Nodes in the 
graph can be either an endpoint node or an internal node. The endpoint node is connected to 
the real end connector and endpoints of the requested signal path can be mapped to these 
endpoint nodes. The internal node represents an internal connector of the switch system that 
is either an input or output connector of a switch element. Edges in the graph include both the 
time that represents the length of the resource queue and characteristics parameters that 
specify what signal types can be passed.

The graph can be constructed if the following three basic information elements are known:
• Switch elements. The number of the input and output lines as well as characteristics of the 

switch element in the test configuration.
• Internal connections. The connections among the input and output lines of the switch 

elements and their characteristics in the test configuration.
• External connections. The connections between the input or output lines of the switch 

elements and external connectors of external devices in the test configuration.

All of these information elements can be part of the configuration information of the test 
system and can be read by the TSPS service during initializing. Figure 27 shows an example 
of the graph comprising a 3x3 matrix element that consists of two 2x3 matrix elements. In the 
beginning all resource queues are empty and their length is zero. The length can be 
dynamically changed when resources are allocated for test processes. Resources have static 
values that are set in the construction phase of the graph.
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Figure 27. A switch element graph

There are two popular ways to represent and store edges in a graph: adjacency matrices and 
adjacency lists. An adjacency matrix is a two-dimensional array which contains n x n 
elements, where n is the number of nodes in the graph. The elements of the matrix represents 
the edges between nodes. The values of elements can be booleans or other values. If they are 
booleans, typically a 1 means the vertices are connected and a 0 means they are not. Also 
weights of edges can be informed by these values. When an adjacency matrix is used to 
represent an undirected graph, there is a lot of wasted space. Because in this case the 
adjacency matrix is symmetric about the diagonal, only either the upper or lower triangle of 
the matrix need to be stored. In an adjacency list the structure of the graph is made up of an 
array of linked lists. There is a linked list for each node and each list has one link for each 
edge adjacent to the source vertex. A link stores information about the edge (e.g. weight) and 
a handle to the adjacent. Because we use an undirected graph, two edges are actually stored 
for each undirected edge. The list structure has some advantages. Firstly if a graph is sparse, 
an adjacent list saves space. Further, an adjacent matrix requires advance knowledge of the 
number of nodes. Finally, the algorithm that use a graph may work more efficient if we use an 
adjacent list representation for this graph. For example, an implementation of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm for finding the shortest path between two nodes takes 0(n2) if we use an adjacent 
matrix. But if an adjacent list is used, Dijkstra’s algorithm can be implemented using 0((e + 
n) log n) operations (Tenenbaum et al. 1990), where e is the number of edges in the graph. 
This is significantly better than 0(n2) for sparse and large graphs.

This approach may make good use of network search algorithms to find the best path from the 
source node to the destination node. The best path has a minimal total time and a minimal 
path length. In this case the total time is the longest time of edges of the path and the path 
length is the number of edges in the path. The minimal total time ensures that the test process 
can gain the test signal path as soon as possible and the minimal path length ensures that no 
unnecessary resources are allocated. In addition, the search algorithm has to check that the 
path meets the characteristic requirements and no two paths of the same test process try to 
make use of the same resource. A modified shortest path algorithm can be used to solve this 
problem. The shortest path problem can be solved by a greedy algorithm often called 
Dijkstra’s algorithm (Bassard and Bratley 1988). The modified algorithm tries to minimize 
the total time of the path instead of the distance. At each step the modified algorithm chooses 
the node which is reached by the edge which meets characteristics requirements and whose 
time increases least the total time. Although the minimal total time can be found, there may 
be a lot of unnecessary use of resources in the worst case. This case can be avoided if the 
algorithm takes also into account the path length from the source node to the candidate node
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in addition to the total time. The algorithm can make use of weighted sum of the total time 
and the path length for the decision-making.

The main benefit of the network search approach is that the resources of the switch system 
can be put to full use. In addition, the configuration of the switch system can be easily created 
and modified since the TSPS service can automatically make the useful network from the 
information. However, the performance can be a bottleneck: the path searching can take too 
long in the large network because the path can consists of the great number of edges and there 
is the number of alternative solutions. A second disadvantage is that it may be too complex to 
check that the selected path confidently meets the characteristics requirements in the 
heterogeneous network of switch elements and cables. Because of these disadvantages an 
alternative approach is discussed below.

7.4.4 Preplanned Paths

The alternative approach to the path searching is called preplanned paths. In this approach, 
instead of crude information about switch elements and their connections, the predefined end- 
to-end paths are provided for the TSPS service. There can be several alternative paths for the 
same endpoints and these paths can have the same or various characteristics. Each end-to-end 
path contains the following information:

• Endpoints of the path
• Signal characteristics of the path
• Shared resources of the path. This informs which resources can be also used by 

other paths.
• Control information of the path. This informs how the path can be closed and 

opened by the switching hardware.

In this approach path searching is a simple and rapid process. In the first phase the TSPS 
service search all paths that connect the source to the destination and meet the characteristics 
requirements. In the second phase the TSPS service checks the queue lengths of the shared 
resources and chooses the path which has the minimal total time by setting the test process 
into queues of the chosen queue. Finally, when the test process gain all shared resources of 
the path, the TSPS service establish the physical connection by using the control information 
of the chosen path.

In this approach the searching space is much smaller than in the previous approach and 
therefore the time consumed for the path searching can be acceptable and the performance is 
better. A second benefit is that the signal characteristics can be proved beforehand to be 
correct, e.g. the characteristics of each path can be measured by the test equipment. In 
addition, this kind of algorithm is easy to implement. One disadvantage of this approach is 
that only preplanned paths can be used although there could be idle available resources in the 
network of the switch elements. However, a careful design of the paths can enable the 
practical use of all resources of the switch system. A second problem is that the paths shall be 
defined or pre-processed for the TSPS service. Actually, in the large switching system it may 
be problematic to find the paths which can go through the great number of the switch 
elements. However, there is also a solution to this problem. The paths can be generated by 
utilizing the previous approach which searches the network of the switch elements and finds 
the best paths or several alternative paths. Now this process is not very time critical because 
all paths needed in some test site can be generated beforehand. Then the TSPS service can 
run efficiently.
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7.5 Test Resource Control Service

7.5.1 General Description

The test resource control service (TRCS) provides the following three features:
• The TRCS service provides an abstract virtual resource interface to the real 

resources for test programs.
• The TRCS service maps methods of the virtual resources to the actual device 

commands of the real resources.
• The TRCS service transfers device commands to the real resource using a certain 

control bus in the test system configuration.

Unlike the resource management services discussed above the TRCS service is not necessary 
to be implemented as a discrete manager or a set of distinct managers but it can be a part of 
each test process. This is possible because separate instances of the TRCS services shall not 
to have knowledge of each other’s state. However, the TRCS service makes use of shared 
buses which can have resource management problems but it is assumed that some bus control 
systems provides necessary management and the TRCS service can rely upon their service. 
Figure 28 shows a layer model describing the communication layers between the test program 
and the real resource.

Test Programs

VIRTUAL RESOURCE

BUS INDEPENDI

Bus Control Systems RS232VXI/MXI Other

Real Resources

Figure 28. A layer model of the test resource control

The TRCS service consists of two layers: a bus independent layer and a virtual resource layer. 
The bus independent layer provides an interface that is independent on a specific control bus. 
The bus independent layer makes use of the bus control systems which provide control of real 
resources over a specific bus. The virtual resource layer makes use of the bus independent 
layer and provides real resource independent interface for test programs. Both the bus 
independent layer and virtual resource layer are discussed below.

7.5.2 Bus Independent Layer

There are many kinds of media and protocols that can be used to control and communicate 
with the real resources; ranging from serial data links (RS232) to local area networks 
(Ethernet) and to TCP/IP. A test program can use directly one of these various control buses 
and protocols. The disadvantage of this approach is that the test program cannot be employed 
without modifications in the test system configuration using some different bus or protocol 
type. Especially, this problem can arise when the real resources are organized to the test 
resource pool as proposed above and the real resource is allocated from a set of alternative
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devices. Actually, the test program has no knowledge of the location of the allocated real 
resource or control bus controlling it. Therefore, the bus independent layer is required to 
provide a generic interface for control buses.

The interface of the bus independent layer includes the write and read primitives which 
specify the identifier of the real resource and the data for writing, and which return the result 
of the operation and the read data. The bus independent layer uses the real resource identifier 
as a key and searches a specific bus, a protocol and an address of the real resource. Then, it 
requests the proper bus arbitrator managing the control bus using a specific bus interface and 
the address of the real resource. Upon receiving a reply, the bus independent layer converts it 
to a bus independent form and forwards it to the user of the layer.

There are some standards or proposal for the general interface to control buses in the 
instrumentation industry (Mitchell 1995). The VXIplug&play Systems Alliance try to 
increase easy of use of VXI technology through open, multi-vendor VXI systems. The virtual 
instrument system architecture (VISA) is one specification for I/O software. The VISA 
specification defines a next-generation I/O standard not only for VXI, but also for GPIB and 
serial interfaces. The VISA standards has been endorsed by many companies in the industry, 
including Tektronix, Hewlett-Packard, and National Instruments. However, there are not yet 
available commercial VISA products. To realize the benefits of VXIplug&play, the alliance 
has developed the VISA Transition Library (VTL) specification. The VISA Transition 
Library provides a generic interface, VTL API, by which GPIB, VXI, or GPIB-VXI devices 
can be controlled. By means of the VTL API a test program is able to access the functionality 
of different control buses through the same functions regardless of the interface bus. This 
reduces the time and effort involved in programming different interfaces.

7.5.3 Virtual Resource Layer

The virtual resource layer provides real resource independency for the test programs. This 
means that the test program utilizes the abstract virtual resources instead of the real resource. 
The virtual resource layer allows the test program to be independent on specific test 
equipment and its command set. Because of this layer the same test program can be run on 
various test system configurations without no changes for the test program itself.

The purpose of the virtual resources are to normalize the test resources of the ATE system. 
As defined by the IEEE’s ABBET (A Broad Based Environment for Test) standard, the 
virtual resource is the definition of the requirement needed to test a particular function of a 
Unit Under Test (UUT). The virtual resource is created by the test program possible through 
the use of some specific test language. In fact, the virtual resource layer provides the virtual 
resource interface for the test program and maps the functions of the virtual resource to the 
functions of the real resource. The virtual resource interface specifies functions that the 
virtual resource can perform. The mapping consists of implementations of virtual resource 
functions for different real resources using specific command sets of real resources. This 
mapping is actually a real resource driver which provides a standard interface for specific 
equipment. Changing test equipment or adding a new one requires only that a new real 
resource driver for virtual resources is generated. To help in generating the mappings and to 
support reusability of the code of virtual resources the object-oriented methodology can be 
used as a means to implement virtual resources. Virtual resources can take advantage of 
features of the object-oriented methodology such as inheritance. Figure 29 shows an example 
of virtual resource class hierarchy.
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Figure 29. A virtual resource class hierarchy making use of inheritance

Inheritance means that it is possible to express “is a” relationships among classes, for 
example, a 100MHz oscilloscope is a kind of oscilloscope, and a oscilloscope is a kind of 
SCPI resource. Inheritance implies a generalization/specialization hierarchy, wherein a 
subclass specializes the more general behavior of its superclasses. Thus, if there exists a 
driver implementing a SCPI resource class, this driver can be inherited to generate a driver 
for a new SCPI based resource. The new driver adds only specific functions needed for that 
resource and can take advantage of existing SCPI functions.

Anderson and Yaeger (1995) defined a test program set (TPS) virtual layer which could be 
used to implement the virtual resource layer of the TRCS service. As the virtual resource 
layer, the TPS virtual layer is a software layer that interfaces between the TPS and the ATE. 
Its main function is to isolate the TPS from specific real resources data. Anderson and Yaeger 
(1995) showed that the TPS virtual layer provides the following benefits:

• Eliminate the cost to leam old real resources and understand their functionality.
• Increase the readability and understanding of the TPS and reduce the time it takes 

to become familiar with the TPS.
• Increase TPS software re-use.
• Eliminate qualification tests on non-affected TPSs.
• Minimize software and documentation releases.
• Minimize the number of real resource spares required.

They showed also that the TPS virtual layer has the following drawbacks:
• Speed. It takes time, for a compiler or runtime system, to convert the TPS virtual 

layer into specific real resource commands.
• Initial cost because of Virtual-to-Real mappings and initial learning curve for the 

TPS writers.
• More difficult to debug a TPS because there is no direct real resource 

communication.

However, they concluded that the savings and benefits of using a TPS virtual layer greatly 
exceed the drawbacks for programs that have a sufficient long life cycle.
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7.6 Test Information Service

7.6.1 General Description

The purpose of the test information service (TIS) is to provide a generic interface for data 
stores used by a test program. Figure 30 shows a layer model describing the TIS service as a 
test data communication layer between the test program and different data storages.

Test Programs

Data Storage Systems

Figure 30. A layer model of the test information service

TEST INFORMATION SERVICE

Relational
Database

OO
Database

File System

Test information that a test program consumes or produces can be classified into input and 
output data, respectively. Input data includes separate parameters and criteria that are used by 
the test program to provide easy modifications for the test program. The test program can use 
a generic interface of the TIS service to fetch this information from any type of data storage.

Output data includes all data produced by execution of the test program, such as pass/fail 
status of different executed tests for a specific UUT, measurement results and used criteria. 
The test program can also make use of the TIS service to route output data to the data 
destination. There can be several data destinations in the test system, such as data storages, 
printers and monitor applications. The TIS service can be configured to link the test program 
transparently to these data destinations. The test program needs only to invoke a data write 
function and the TIS service decides where this data is actually stored, displayed or printed.

The implementation of the TIS service is relatively simple because it can make use of many 
existing software, such as database management systems and standard software interfaces to 
them.
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8. Prototype System

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of the prototype system was to prove that the design ideas were implementable 
and the essential core services were well-designed. In addition, the prototype system was used 
as a trial test system whose performance was measured in various test cases. The prototype 
system was developed to be based on real hardware and software components. Hardware 
included computers, instruments, switch equipment, UUTs, and control and communication 
buses. UUTs in this prototype system were GMH units which are one type of 
telecommunication device used in the MartisDXX™ transmission network.

The test resource management service (TRMS), the test signal path service (TSPS) and the 
test resource control service (TRCS) were implemented in this prototype system. The test 
computing service (TCS) and the test information service (TIS) were not implemented. The 
functionality of the TCS service was realized manually for two reasons. First, I noticed that 
the TCS service is not necessary needed in small test systems including only couple of units 
under test, or if computers are not heavily loaded by test programs. Second, there are some 
load balancing systems, such as the Condor system developed at the University of Wiscons 
(Litzkow et al. 1988), the Butler system developed at CMU (Nichols 1987), or DEC’s Load 
Sharing Facility (LSF) that can be used either directly or by little modifications to implement 
the TCS service. The main reason why the TIS service was not implemented was that it was 
not needed to prototype this test system, however, it was clearly implementable. In addition to 
three core services mentioned above, also the UUT control service was implemented in the 
prototype system.

This chapter describes what kind of test cases were run on the test system to carry out 
performance measurements and compare results. ATE configuration and software 
components of the prototype system are also described. In the end of this chapter performance 
measurements done by the prototype system are considered. Results of these measurements 
are represented in chapter “Result Analysis”.

8.2 TestCases

By means of the prototype system 9 different test cases were executed. These test cases 
consisted of combinations of two different ATE configurations, one test script, and from 2 to 
5 units concurrently under test. In addition, one test case was the reference case in which only 
one unit was tested at a time by the prototype system. The structure of these test cases is 
represented in Figure 31.

Two ATE configurations used are described in the next section of this chapter. The only 
difference between ATE configurations A and В was that A contained one and В two 
Marconi 2853S communication analyzers.
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ATE configuration

Test cases

aT В

Test script gmh test gmh test

Number of units under Ä
1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

concurrent testing

Figure 31. Combinations of ATE configuration, test script and the number of units 
under test formed different test cases processed by the prototype system

A test program executed in this prototype system was implemented as a test script which was 
used to control actual testing of one UUT. Several instances of the test script were executed 
concurrently to test several UUTs. This test script were written in the TCL language which 
was expanded by new commands for utilizing the core services. The main functions of the 
test script gmh_test was:

• to test the local loop of the interface module 1 of the UUT.
• to test the local loop of the interface module 2 of the UUT.
• to test the cross-connection loop from the interface module 1 to the interface 

module 2.
• to test the cross-connection loop from the interface module 2 to the interface 

module 1.

All of these test functions had the same general functionality:
• initialize the UUT
• request test resources
• initialize test resources
• request signal paths
• do measurements and test results
• release signal paths
• release test resources

In the local loop test data was transferred for 10 seconds and in the cross-connection loop test 
for 30 seconds. The test script gmh_test used a Fireberd communication analyzer to test 
the local loops and Marconi communication analyzer to test the cross-connection loops. This 
test script represented the general situation where the test program makes use of more than 
one test resource. The TCL implementation of the test script gmh_test is included in 
Appendix A.
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8.3 ATE Configuration

Figure 32 shows the ATE configuration of the prototype system. This configuration included
the following parts:
• Three PCs: one Intel 586 (166MHz, 64 RAM) machine with the Windows NT 4.0 

operating system was used to run resource managers and the test scripts. Another Intel 586 
(90MHz, 64 RAM) machine with the Windows NT 3.51 operating system worked as a test 
resource controller, and contained communication software to the UUT control software 
which located in the Intel 486 (66MHz, 32 RAM, OS/2 3.0) machine.

• Test resources: 1 Fireberd 6000A communication analyzer and 1-2 Marconi 2853S 
communication analyzers. The ATE configuration with one Marconi device was 
referenced as A and with two Marconi devices as B.

• Switch equipment: 1 Pickering 8x8 matrix, 2 Pickering 4x8 matrices, and 1 Hewlett- 
Packard VXI multiplexer unit containing six 1x4 multiplexers. By these switch elements 
were constructed six 1x10 multiplexers for connecting inputs and outputs of the test 
resources to inputs and outputs of UUTs. These 1x10 multiplexers were independent, i.e. 
they did not have any shared signal path resources.

• UUTs: 5 GMH units each of which had two identical G.703 interface modules.
• Control buses: GPIB bus for test resource control and RS232 asynchronous serial link for 

UUT control.
• Data communication: PCs were connected together by the 10 Mbit/s Ethernet bus.

10M Ethernet

Intel 486Intel 586 
Windows NT

Intel 586 
Windows NT

GPIB RS 232

signal cables
Test resources

Fireberd 1 Pickering
matrices

Marconi 1

HP vxi U__ __ ________ __lila
multiplexers MartisDXX system containing UUTsMarconi 2

signal cables

Figure 32. ATE configuration of the prototype system contained three PCs, three test 
resources, two types of switch equipment and 1-5 UUTs
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Figure 33 shows the Virtual-to-Class and Class-to-Real resource mappings in this ATE 
configuration. The test script gmh_test referred test resources by means of virtual 
resources; it used two kinds of virtual resources: FireberdCommAnalyzer and 
MarconiCommAnalyzer. The ATE configuration A contained the real resources: Fireberd 
1 and Marconi 1, and the ATE configuration В contained the real resources: Fireberd 1, 
Marconi 1 and Marconi 2.

Virtual resource 

Resource class 

Real resource

Test resource

FireberdCommAnalyzer MarconiCommAnalyzer

Fireberd_6000A 

Fireberd 1

Marconi_2853S

Marconi 1 Marconi 2

Figure 33. The Virtual-to-Class and Class-to-Real resource mappings in the ATE 
configuration of the prototype system

8.4 Prototype Software

Figure 34 shows software components of the prototype system. Software included the 
following components:
• Test Executive (ТЕ). This program was used to execute periodically the same test script 

by launching one Test Script Interpreter at a time. There was one Test Executive for each 
UUT.

• Test Script Interpreter (TSI). This program was used to interpret the test scripts which 
were written by the TCL language, and to realize the added commands for accessing 
services.

• Test Resource Manager (TRM). This program managed test resources; i.e. it shared them 
optimally for the use of the test scripts.

• Test Signal Path Manager (TSPM). This program managed test signal paths and realized 
them using switch element drivers for the use of the test scripts.

• Switch element drivers. There was one switch element driver for each switch element in 
the prototype system. Two types of drivers were implemented: one for Pickering devices 
and another for Hewlett-Packard VXI devices.

• VISA server. This program controlled test resources installed in the GPIB bus. In addition, 
this program was implemented to be capable to control devices in the VXI, GPIB-VXI and 
asynchronous serial buses.

• UUT server. This program provided UUT control service and formed the safe interface to 
a UUT link module. This program was needed because the UUT link module was capable 
to handle only one request at a time.

• UUT link. This program realized the actual communication to the UUTs using a UUT 
control software of the MartisDXX system in the OS/2 platform.

The UUT link software located in the OS/2 machine and other programs were executed in the 
Windows NT machines. Named pipes were used as a message passing mechanism to 
implement interprocess communication inside one machine and over the network. Message 
handling parts of TRM, TSPM, VISA server, and UUT server were implemented by using 
multiple threads.
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ТЕ Test Executive
TSI = Test Script Interpreter
TRM = Test Resource Manager
TSPM = Test Signal Path Manager
xxxDrv = Switch element driver
VISA server = Test resource control service
UUT server UUT control service
UUT link = UUT control module

-> Named Pipe 
> Process Creation

Figure 34. Prototype software contained Test Executives (1-5), Test Script Interpreters 
(1-5), Test Resource Manager, Test Signal Path Manager, a switch element driver for 
each switch element, test resource and UUT control software

8.5 Measurements

The Test Executive programs were used to run periodically the same test scripts two hours.
These test runs were repeated three times and the average of them was calculated. During
testing the following parameters was measured for each test cases:
• Total throughput of the test system. This parameter tells how many products can be tested 

in two hours. From this value the average rate of testing was calculated.
• Testing time of one distinct UUT. The average execution interval of the UUT in total was 

calculated by dividing this value by the number of UUTs in the test system.
• Usage of each test resource. This parameter tells how much each test resource was in use.
• Idle time of each test resource. This parameter tells how much each test resource was idle.
• Utilization rate of each test resource. This parameter tells how long the average queue 

was for each test resource; i.e. the workload of each test resource.

The measured parameters of different test cases in the prototype system are listed in
Appendix B.
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9. Result Analysis

This chapter considers both the results of the design and the results done by the prototype 
system. Both strengths and weaknesses of the designed test system are analysed. The main 
figure of the prototype results is the throughput of the test system in different test cases. In 
addition, the reasons for the achieved throughput levels and the differences between them are 
considered by analysing the utilization rate of the test resources. Finally, the results of the 
study are summarized, and theory and practical results are compared.

9.1 Design Analysis

9.1.1 Strengths of the designed test system

• Useful new test system concepts
+ Load balancing and resource sharing. The test system is capable of deciding which 

resource to allocate for a test. This facility of the test system maximizes the utilization 
of resources.

+ Concurrent testing. The test system is capable of executing several tests, each of which 
can stress the separate UUT concurrently. This facility with load balancing and 
resource sharing facilities forms the base of an efficient test system.

+ Distributed test system. The hardware and software components of the test system can 
be distributed and still they can be managed by both the centralized and distributed 
command centers.

• General purpose
+ The same test system is suitable for concurrent testing of different kinds of products.
+ The test system can manage concurrent testing of any number of products.
+ The test system can make use of any type of automated test equipment (ATE) and 

works on different configurations with few settings and configuration changes.

• Performance
+ The test system makes more efficient use of different types of resources: test resources 

(instruments), switch equipment, computers, buses, and even human resources.
+ The total throughput of the test system can be higher than current distinct and 

dedicated test systems. This means more benefit with less investment.

• Flexibility and scalability
+ Modular and flexible hardware architecture. A new automated test equipment resource, 

probably an identified bottleneck, can be added to the test system which can make 
efficient use of it and increase testing performance.

+ Modular and open software architecture. New core services can be added easily since 
the core services are designed to be as independent of each others as possible. In 
addition, the software is not based on any specific software or operating system but can 
be implemented on any modem operating system and computer architecture.

• ATE independent test programs
+ The test system provides an easy-to-use interface for test programming. This interface 

consists of high-level functions which can be used to realize ATE independent test 
programs. This facilitates both the test development and maintenance.
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+ Use of virtual test resources make testing real resource independent, i.e. the test 
program can make use of virtual resources instead of real resources. Virtual resources 
can be defined in a very flexible way allowing also real resource specific virtual 
resources.

+ The test program can request test signal paths transparently; i.e. only end points and 
characteristics of the paths shall be defined, and the test system can create it using the 
probably heterogeneous switch equipment.

+ Using test control primitives the test program can be control bus independent, i.e. VXI, 
GPIB-VXI, GPIB, asynchronous serial, or other bus or protocol can be used 
transparently.

+ The test program can make use of the same interface for different test data sources and 
test data stores.

9.1.2 Weaknesses of the designed test system

• Limitations of the design
- Prediction of throughput of the test system may be more difficult than the current 

systems because resources are shared among several tests.
- No benefits about resource sharing and load balancing are achieved if all resources are 

near 100 per cent in use. However, this seldom happens.
- Because resource sharing bases on allocation mechanism, in theory one test program 

can allocate all resources and keep them infinitely. It is, however, possible to both 
restrict amount of resource use and ensure that resources are released after some event, 
e.g. when test program terminates.

- Some test applications may require the routing of huge amount of test signal paths by 
the switch equipment. In this case the price of switch equipment may be too high 
compared to benefits. Another problem is that the whole switch system may be too 
complex to manage without a specific management software.

- In the ATE cluster test signal sources of each test resource shall be able to connect 
every possible test signal destinations. This requires that switch system can provide 
sufficient amount of test signal paths with proper characteristics. On the other hand, 
this feature allows as efficient use of test resources as possible in the ATE cluster.

- It is not possible to share test resources among ATE clusters.

• Implementation problems
- There is an initial development cost of new functions and modules of the test system, 

such as core services, tools and applications.
- Implementation requires that concurrency control and distribution issues are taken into 

account at the test system level. This means that implementation of test system 
software is more difficult. On the other hand, because these issues are handled by the 
test system, the user does not need to take care of them.

• The management of the test system
- Maintenance of ATE configuration may be more complicated than the current test 

systems. Especially, the management of configuration of the heterogeneous switch 
system can be difficult task. However, using software tools these tasks can be 
alleviated.

- New specific software tools are required to manage a large-scale test system. On the 
other hand, these tools make the management of the test system even easier than the 
current systems. For instance, these tools could support remote operations over the 
Intranet.
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9.2 Prototype Results

Here are represented and analysed the results that were measured by the prototype system. 
First, I consider throughput issues of the prototype system, and then the utilization rate of test 
resources of the test system. The figures represented in this section base on experimental 
measurements whose result data is included in Appendix B.

Figure 35 shows the overall throughput of the prototype system. The test case in the ATE 
configuration A with one UUT is used as a reference case. This case represents the simulated 
current test system which tests one UUT at a time and cannot share resources of the test 
system among several simultaneous tests.

Figure 35. Overall total throughput of the prototype system in the different test cases. 
The figure shows both relative performance and the average rate of testing.

The figure shows a general trend of throughput: the more units were tested concurrently the 
better performance was achieved. For instance, if three or more units were under test in the 
ATE configuration A, 60 per cent better throughput than the simulated current test system 
provided was achieved. This improvement was attained with the same set of test resources; in 
other words, without additional costs.

The second observation was that there was no throughput improvement if more than three 
units were tested concurrently in the ATE configuration A. This means that the test system 
achieved the saturation point. Figure 36 shows the reason for this: one test resource, Marconi 
1, was fully used when at least three units were under test. Thus Marconi 1 was the bottleneck 
of the test system.
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Figure 36. The utilization of the test resource in the ATE configuration A. From 1 to 5 
units were under test.

Thanks to flexibility of the prototype system it was easy to add the other Marconi 
communication analyzer and so to increase the testing capacity of the prototype system. 
Figure 35 shows that the great improvement of the test system’s throughput in the ATE 
configuration B. For instance, the best value was achieved by five UUTs: 170 per cent better 
throughput than the simulated current test system achieved. In this case the only investment 
was one test resource; no other hardware or software was needed. In some cases, however, 
adding test resources means also adding some pieces of switch equipment.

Figure 37 shows the utilization of test resources when the Marconi analyzer was installed in 
the prototype system. Although all five units were under test, there was some capacity left. 
This means that more than five units would have been needed to reach the saturation point of 
the test system. In this case no more UUTs were added but it could have been done simply by 
installing the UUT, expanding the set of switch equipment, and configuring the system by the 
software. This is one example of scalability of the test system.

Figure 37. The utilization of the test resources in the ATE configuration B. From 2 to 5 
units were under test.
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Figure 37 shows that the test resource Marconi 1 was used more than Marconi 2. This does 
not imply that the load of these test resources would have been imbalanced. The simple 
reason was that if these two resources have the same load level the TRM manager selected 
Marconi 1 instead of Marconi 2. The figure shows also how the load balancing facility of the 
TRM manager worked. In the test case with two UUTs Marconi 2 was only about 30 per cent 
in use because two test programs quite rarely tried to use Marconi at the same time. But in the 
test case with three UUTs three test programs requested more often Marconi, and therefore 
Marconi 2 was clearly more frequently in use.

9.3 Summary

Although there are some weaknesses, on one hand, because of the nature of the idea and, on 
the other, because of implementation issues, the test system is useful in the most cases. The 
prototype system showed that central ideas of the design, such as concurrent testing, load 
balancing and resource sharing, could provide a way to increase the throughput of the test 
system with minimal investments for additional equipment. Although the configuration as 
well as the test script of the prototype system was quite simple, similar performance benefits 
would be expected in any system regardless of size. The designed test system really was able 
to search for idle resources in the test system and put them to work for better performance.

Flexibility and scalability of the designed test systems can also provide new possibilities to 
rationalize testing. The experience achieved by the prototype system showed that adding both 
test resources and UUTs can be a quick and easy process. In addition, generation of 
sequential test programs which included the high-level function interface to the core services, 
was noticed to be a straightforward process. So using this test system did not seem to make 
test engineering more difficult. On the contrary, both the development and maintenance of the 
test programs seemed to be easy. Using the distributed test system, one test operator can 
control the execution of several tests simultaneously over the network. This feature can be 
used to make testing more efficient in production.
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10. Conclusion

This study aimed to make functional testing of electronic units more effective mainly in 
manufacturing phase of the product life cycle. The central idea was to improve the overall 
throughput of the test stations by using their automatic test equipment resources in more 
effective manner. The method was to share resources of the test stations for several 
concurrently running tests each of which stresses one unit under test.

The test system was designed to manage sharing and load balancing of resources freeing users 
or test programs from these tasks. In this way it was possible to develop the automatic test 
system to work with minimal amount of manual interventions. In addition to resource sharing 
features, some interface services providing automatic test equipment independence were 
designed to be part of the test system. All these features had a positive effect on both the 
operation control of the test system and test program engineering. Although the development 
of the concurrent and distributed test system software requires more careful design and 
programming, it will provide more agreeable services for end users.

Both the hardware and software architecture of the test system were designed to be as flexible 
and scalable as possible. All automatic test equipment resources can be gradually added to 
and removed from the test system according to throughput requirements and testing needs in 
production. Essential parts of the test system software providing high-level functionality for 
test programs, called core services, were based on the general client/server model. This means 
that the software can be distributed over a network of computers. The core services were also 
designed to be modular so that new services can be added and existing ones modified with 
minimal effects on other software in the test system.

The prototype system showed that the idea worked. This prototype system will form the basis 
of an in-house testing tool at Tellabs. Future development will concentrate on tools and 
applications that lie on the top of the core services. These programs could be developed to 
base on open standards, like the World Wide Web (WWW) environment and Java language. 
In this environment the test system related applications can be used from many platforms in 
the Intranet as well as in the Internet. This opens new possibilities for global testing and the 
efficient management of the test systems.
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12. Appendix A

The test script used in the prototype system was written in the TCL language. The test script 
consisted of four TCL files: main.tcl, config.tcl, local_loop.tcl, and cross_conn.tcl whose 
contents are represented in listing 1, listing 2, listing 3, and listing 4, respectively.

The TCL language was expanded by the following commands:

Command Meaning
RequestTestResources Request test resources from the TRM manager.
ReleaseTestResources Release test resources from the TRM manager.
RequestSignalPaths Request test signal paths from the TSPM manager.
ReleaseSignalPaths Release test signal paths from the TSPM manager.
VISA Send a control command to the test resource and get a response. 

This command integrated the designed functions
WriteTestResource and ReadTestResource.

DXX Send a control command to the UUT and get a response.
TEST Test results of the operation.

Listing 1. The contents of the main.tcl file. This file defines the main procedure of 
the test script gmh_test used in the prototype system.

source config.tcl 
source local_loop.tel 
source cross_conn.tel
TestLocalLoop 1 
TestLocalLoop 2 
TestCrossConnection 1 2 
TestCrossConnection 2 1

Listing 2. The contents of the config.tcl file. This file defines the environment 
variables of the test script._____________________________________________________
set UUT 100
set trm_pipename \\\\circinus\\pipe\\trm 
set tspm_pipename \\\\circinus\\pipe\\tspm 
set dxx_timeout 20
set dxx_pipename \\\\miranda\\pipe\\dxxserver
set gpib_pipename \\\\miranda\\pipe\\visa
set dxx_route {(0 3) | }
set node 42
set interface 0
set subrack 0
set unit 4
set sleep_time 5
set SCUforward true
set status_handled true
set on_status_handling error
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Listing 3. The contents of the local_loop.tel file. This file defines the local loop 
test procedure TestLocalLoop.
proc TestLocalLoop { ifmodule } { 
global interface
# **** select interface module and set indicators **** 
if { [expr $ifmodule == 1] } then {

set IF_IN IF1_INPUT 
set IF_OUT IFl_OUTPUT 
set interface 1
DXX 05 :GMH 8_:LED_Indications 0 1 : LEDS 5 :Set_conf Red=3: Flash 
Yellow=2: Off 

} else {
set IF_IN IF2_INPUT 
set IF_OUT IF2_OUTPUT 
set interface 2
DXX 05 :GMH 8_:LED_Indications 0 1 : LEDS 5 :Set_conf Red=2:Off 
Yellow=3: Flash

}

# **** initialize the UUT (MartisDXX unit) ****
DXX 05 :GMH 17_:Interface_Locking interface - 5 :Set_conf 
Locking_State=l: Unlock
DXX 05 :GMH 253A:Bitrate interface . 5 :Set_conf IF_TS_No=32:2048_kb/s
DXX 05:GMH 252A:Framing interface . 5 :Set_conf Framing_Mode=2: ON
DXX 05:GMH 236_:CAS_2M_Usage interface . 5 :Set_conf TS16_Usage=0:Not_In_Use
DXX 05 :GMH 243B:TS0Bl_Usage interface . 5 :Set_conf TS0Bl_Usage=0: CRC
DXX 05 :GMH 249A:Buffer_Length interface . 5 :Set_conf Buffer_Length=l:4_Frames
DXX 05:GMH 17_:Interface_Locking interface - 5 :Set_conf Locking_State=2: Lock
DXX 05:GMH 227_:Local_Loops interface . 5 :Set_conf Loop_State=l:Loop_to_I/F
DXX 05:GMH 6_: Current_Alarm 0 1 :Current_Alarm_Report 3:Get Cont_Index= 0
Reset_Flags=0:No_Reset Block_Number=$interface State_Filter=l:Only_act_faul
TEST "Status == Ok && Alarms.# == 0"
ReguestTestResources 17 FireberdCommAnalyzer fire

RequestSignalPaths 16 fire OUTPUT UUT $IF_IN 4000 fire INPUT UUT $IF_OUT 4000
# **** initialize the test resource ****
VISA fire ";M3:FB6000;Config:Ana_mode Single;"
VISA fire ";M3:FB6000;Config:Test_int \"00 : 00 :10\";"
VISA fire ";M3:FB6000;Intf: Select Ext ;Intf:N64_2M:Config: Frame On;
Intf:N64_2M:Config:Crc4 On;Intf:N64_2M:Config:Tsl6 Off;”
VISA fire ";M3:FB6000;Intf:N64_2M:Mode Full2M;"
VISA fire ";M3:FB6000;Config:Gen_clk Synth; Con fig:Freq 2048 ; “
# **** do measurements **** 
after 10000

ReleaseSignalPaths
# **** test results ****
VISA fire ” ;M3:FB6000;Result? BIT_ERRS;"
TEST "RESULT? == 0"
VISA fire ";M3:FB6000;Result? PATL_SEC;"
TEST "RESULT? == 0"
ReleaseTestResources
DXX 05:GMH 227_:Local_Loops interface . 5 :Set_conf Loop_State=0:No_Loop 
DXX 05:GMH 8_:LED_Indications 0 1 : LEDS 5 :Set_conf Red=0¡Normal 
Yellow=0¡Normal

}
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Listing 4. The contents of the cross_conn.tel file. This file defines the cross' 
connection loop test procedure TestCrossConnection.
proc TestCrossConnection { from to } { 
global unit interface
# **** select route and set indicators **** 
if { [expr $from == 1] } then {

set IF_IN "IF1_INPUT" 
set IF_OUT "IF2_OUTPUT"
DXX 05 :GMH 8_:LED_Indications 0 1 : LEDS 5 :Set_conf Red=3: Flash 
Yellow=l: On 

} else {
set IF_IN "IF2_INPUT" 
set IF_OUT "IFl_OUTPUT"
DXX 05:GMH 8_:LED_Indications 0 1 : LEDS 5 :Set_conf Red=l:On 
Yellow=3: Flash

}

DXX 03 :SXU-A 55_:XC 0 TSs_i-j 8¡Create Type=74:Uni_Dat X_GID=0 Opt=l Sub->=0 
Unit->=$unit Port->=$from Fmt->=1: Range Lngth->=2 Sub<-=0 Unit<-=$unit Port<- 
= $to Fmt<-=1: Range Lngth<-=2 TSi->=l TSj->=31 TSi<-=l TSj<-=31

RequestTestResources 45 MarconiCommAnalyzer marc
# **** initialize the test resource ****
VISA marc " ; Ml : MARC2 85x ; : TX_Mode PCM; "
VISA marc ";Ml :MARC285x; :TX_Of f;"
VISA marc ";M1:MARC285x;:TX_PCM:Config: System S2MCNOMF;:TX_PCM:Config¡Mode 
Framed;:TX_PCM:Config:Clock_Source Internal;:TX_PCM:Config:Line_Code 
HDB3; :TX_PCM:Config:PRBS_LEN TWO_15;:TX_PCM:Config:PRBS_Sense true;"
VISA marc " ; Ml : MARC2 8 5x ; : TX_On ; "
VISA marc "; Ml :MARC2 85x; :RX_Mode PCM;"
VISA marc ";Ml:MARC285x;:RX_PCM:Config¡System S2MCNOMF;:RX_PCM:Config¡Mode 
Framed;:RX_PCM:Config:PRBS_LEN TWO_15;:RX_PCM:Config:PRBS_Sense 
true;:RX_PCM:Config:Line_Code HDB3;"
RequestSignalPaths 34 marc OUTPUT UUT $IF_IN 4000 marc INPUT UUT $IF_OUT 4000
# **** do measurements ****
VISA marc ";M1:MARC285x;¡Start;" 
after 30000
VISA marc ";Ml :MARC285x; : Stop;"

ReleaseSignalPaths
# **** test results * * * *
VISA marc " ; Ml : MARC2 8 5x ; : Results : Performance : Breaks? ; : Results : Others :
Pattern?;"
TEST ”: RESULTS : PERFORMANCE : BREAKS? == 0 £=& : RESULTS : OTHERS : PATTERN? == 0"

ReleaseTestResources
DXX 05¡GMH 8_:LED_Indications 0 1¡LEDS 5 :Set_conf Red=0¡Normal 
Yellow=0¡Normal
} _________________________________________________________________________________
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13. Appendix В

Data presented here is experimental results which were measured using the prototype system. 
The same test scripts were executed for two hours (7200 seconds) in different test cases. 
Between consequent test scripts there was a 10-second delay which simulated changing units 
under test (UUTs). Both the performance data and the test resource utilization data were 
collected. The average of this data is presented in tables below.

Performance

Table 1. Performance of the prototype system in the ATE configuration A.

Number of 
concurrently 
tested UUTs

Total throughput 
of the test 

system

Average 
rate of 
testing

Average execution 
time of one 
distinct test

Average execution 
interval of one 
UUT in total

# JArr UUTs/h s s
1 52 26,0 138 138,0
2 75 37,5 192 96,0
3 84 42,0 273 91,0
4 84 42,0 364 91,0
5 84 42,0 455 91,0

Table 2. Performance of the prototype system in the ATE configuration B.

Number of 
concurrently 
tested UUTs

Total throughput 
of the test 

system

Average 
rate of 
testing

Average execution 
time of one 
distinct test

Average execution 
interval of one 
UUT in total

# # UUTs/h s s
2 95 47,5 152 76,0
3 121 60,5 179 59,7
4 130 65,0 222 55,5
5 139 69,5 259 51,8

Utilization of Test Resources

Table 3. The utilization of the test resource Fireberd 1 in the ATE configuration A.

Number of concurrently 
tested UUTs Used Used Idle Idle

Average 
gueue length

# s % s % s
1 1771 24,6 5429 75,4 4,2
2 3067 42,6 4133 57,4 7,7
3 3156 43,8 4044 56,2 8,9
4 3080 42,8 4120 57,2 10,4
5 3391 47,1 3809 52,9 12,9
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Table 4. The utilization of the test resource Marconi 1 in the ATE configuration A.

Number of concurrently 
tested UUTs Used Used Idle Idle

Average 
queue length

# s % s % s
1 4392 61,0 2808 39,0 28,2
2 7073 98,2 127 1,8 60,8
3 7200 100,0 0 0,0 104,1
4 7200 100,0 0 0,0 143,7
5 7200 100,0 0 0,0 182,9

Table 5. The utilization of the test resource Fireberd 1 in the ATE configuration B.

Number of concurrently 
tested UUTs Used Used Idle Idle

Average 
queue length

# s % s % s
2 3584 49,8 3616 50,2 9,3
3 5431 75,4 1769 24,6 15,7
4 6104 84,8 1096 15,2 24,5
5 6596 91,6 604 8,4 29,8

Table 6. The utilization of the test resource Marconi 1 in the ATE configuration B.

Number of concurrently 
tested UUTs Used Used Idle Idle

Average 
queue length

# s % s % s
2 6412 89,1 788 10,9 40,3
3 6697 93,0 503 7,0 47,7
4 7036 97,7 164 2,3 60,7
5 7187 99,8 13 0,2 76,8

Table 7. The utilization of the test resource Marconi 2 in the ATE configuration B.

Number of concurrently 
tested UUTs Used Used Idle Idle

Average 
queue length

# s % s % s
2 2451 34,0 4749 66,0 15,7
3 5359 74,4 1841 25,6 33,5
4 6497 90,2 703 9,8 44,5
5 6724 93,4 476 6,6 59,6
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